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I think I can be forgiven for my interest in preachers when it is known 
that my f'athe.r and my grandfather we.r·e preachers, that my brother is a preacher, 
and that I also preach.. r.iy grandfather lived the major part of his life in 
the nineteenth century, and I think he must have been as orthodox as Calvin 
himself. I have sometimes wondered what that century Y,ith its growing skep• 
tieism must have thought of preachers like him, but I admire the st.rength that 
kept him from being influenced by the unbelief which gradually darkened the 
nineteenth century like an evening shadow tha-t, is small at first but finally 
turns all into blackness. We are living in that blaekneas today, and I am 
interested in studying America's ecclesiastical history in order to under-
stand the origin of skepticism and to know wha.t the religious leaders were 
doing while all which they believed was being'rejected by their people. 
I am also interested in America's local color literature.. Last summer 
I took a course in that literature under Dr. Cecil B. Williams, and I was 
convinced that it is an import.ant part or Americats culture. I was also con• 
vinced that a great deal or it has real intrinsic merit. A reader can get 
close to the life of a people by reading about their folklore, their methods 
or making a living, and their customs of worship; and he can at the same 
time thoroughly enjoy these quiet realistic pictures of real people doing 
real things and facing real problems. 
When it became necess.a.ry for me to choose a subject f'or my thesis, I 
decided to combine these two interests .. I wanted to do my research in a 
field where I would come in contact with preachers and with America's reli-
gious history, and at the same time I wan·l;ed to work with this graphic local 
color literature. 
At first I thought I vmuld write on the preacher characterizations 
iv 
all of' .America's local color li tera. ture, but finding that, I must limit that 
subject,, I considered the local color writers of 1Jew .Sngla.nd. But even this 
limitation would not suffice, and faced with the necessity of limiting my sub-
ject further, I chose the two authors whose works contain the greatest numbe:r 
of preacher characterizations. 
Mrs .. Stowe and Mrs. Deland make good representatives of their century 
as far as their characterizations are concerned because Mrs. Stowe knew the 
first half of the century and rc1Irs. Deland knew the last half. Mrs. Stowe 
was more interested in religion and has more preacher characterizations in 
her works t.hem ,foes Mrs. Deland. ]'or that reason I have given slightly more 
space to her. 
I do not want to give the impression that s:11 of the fiction by these 
two authors can be classed as local color litera'l.~ure or that even the major 
pa.rt of' it falls in that catego:ry. Mrs.. Stowe was much more int,erested in 
writing propaganda. or regiol'.lal novels than she was in ~Nriting local color 
short stories. Even Mrs. Deland, though her major contribution to iJ.filerican 
literature is in the field of local color l:'i. terature, wrote novels that were 
regional,. Her l9h.B ~, Preacher could very well be classed as a humanistic 
novel .. 
Finding t,hat secondary sourcos on this subject vm1°e almost nonexistent, 
I .have relied almost entirely on the primary sources~ I have., however, bene-
fited somewhat from reading such related materials as Alexander Cowie' s ~ 
Rise .Qt: ~ American Novel and Evelyn Ivla,a Debe1ming '' s thesis on llThe Literary 
Career of Margaret Deland .. 11 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introductory: The Preacher in Nineteenth Century America 
For more than a hundred years after its rounding Illew England was largely 
a theocracy much like its mother country. Between 1620 and 1638 the Congre .. 
gational eolom.es of Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay, Connecticut, and Nev; Haven 
established Congregationalism by law. In Connecticut this law remained eff'ee• 
tive till 1818, and in Massachusetts till 18.33.1 
With this type or government the social position of preachers is very 
dit:f'erent from that in a true democracy. It is .of necessity very high, and 
the preachers very often find that their social position depends less upon 
their own merit than oa guarantee by the government. Preachers started out 
in America, then, with a position in society much like that accorded their 
profession in seventeenth century England where only three occupations were 
open to .gentlemen, the army, a place in parliament, or the ministry .. 
But when the theocracy began to yield to the growing demand £or reli-
gious freedom, some of the prestige of the ministry was lost. It was the 
Revolutionary War,, however, that filled every man with patriotism and a. 
desire for liberty and doomed the theocracy f'orever, leaving a new basis 
.for the position of a preacher in society.. Now the ministers came to be 
judged acoording to the amount of active patriotism shown by their denomina-
tion during the war. In this respect the Congregational Church was much more 
influential than any o:f the others. This was partly because the Puritan 
(Congregational and Presbyterian) clergy had been entrusted with political 
leadership as well as'with moral and spiritual guidance. After 1750, Puritan 
1 Lars P. Qualben, A History .Qt the Christimn Qhu:reh, p. 420 .. 
1 .'" 1 . t t· 2 sermons were used more frequently for po :iuca. 1.ns .rue :ton. .Standing 
2 
squarely on their rights as Englishmen, the Puritan ministers defended the 
rights of resistance, urging their flock:,:; to refuse submisslon to royal power 
when arbitrarily exerted. When 1'lar broke ont, many Congregational ministers 
became llfight:i.ng parsons. n Ctherrs helped by enlisting volunteers and by 
giving pecuniary and material support. The Congrogationalists proved to be 
sta,unch friends cf the Colonies. 
A simil~ir testimony nm.st be given to the Presbyterians 1,vho were never 
backward in their support of the war. One of their preachers, John Witherspoon, 
was elected 1;1 memb<~r of the Continental Cong:r.-ess and became the only clergyman 
sign.er of the Declaration of Independence} The Lutherans and many minor 
denominations also ranged themselves firmly on the s::i.de of the Colonies. 
!ill of this cmpport, given by the churches was to prove instrume.i::rl:.al 
in securing the social position ot their preac.h01"B during the last part 
of the eighteenth century and the beginning of t,h(:, nineteenth. But the 
Episcopalians and the Methodists f'ail®d to come in i'or their share of t.hese 
advantages. The Episcopalians represented the oppression th,:;:!; drove the 
Pilgrim fathers from England. Furthermore, their ministry had come from 
England., and their congregations were largely sympathetic with the mother 
countl:'.y,. 'fhe Methodists W(n•e under constant suspicion during the war because 
they were st:Ul a part of the Church of' :lfoglmd tmd, consequently, identified 
with the Tory Cause. All the native l1ethodist pre1,chers, includi.ng Philip 
Gat,ch, 1?reeborn Garrettson, and tUlliam 'i'7a.tters, however, were in sympathy 
with the ca.use of l:i. berty, al though noncomba t"m ts .from principle. 4 But, their 
2 Ibid.,. P• 442. 
3 Ibid., P• 1~Li~• 
4 Ibid., P• L:.48. 
patrioti,e :sympathies tailed to clear away the stigma of being a part of' the 
English Chureh, and they, along with the Episeopallrulat lost .i'avor with the 
general public during t.he war., The new nation., however, soon forgot any 
:sympathies that these churehes might have had for England,. and the post.war 
years AW llll tmmediat& return Of their popuJ.arii;y.,5 
When the part. played in the war 'began to have less and le$S influel'lee 
on America's opinion of its religious leaders, two factors bee:ame the social 
criteria upon which the,- were judged., the attitude of the public toward tha 
· Nligi® they .represented and their oe personal m$1ri t .. 
Shortly after the revolution, a par:alydng wave o£ i:diglish Deism,. French 
naturalism,, and atheism came t.o plaee a dwnp$r on the religious ardor of 
America. Jacobin clubs am SQoioties .oi: lfllluminismn or. illum!ntd;i were 
. 6 
orga:ni?.1ed throughou.t the land for the purpose of destroying Christianity. 
Inff.deli ty and atheism bees.me fashi.onable, especially among the Ameriq~li 
stwents ana• educated men. 11..mong the middle and lower classes. of the peopl.e 
an appal.Ung religious and .tnOl"$..tl indifference prevailed, and atheistic. litera• 
ture waa eircul~ted among th.em freely. Alt-hough X-1:ivivals came to awaken. the 
r,eli,gious sp1rit in amer!ca, the ehild .... likc faith in Christianity was gone, 
. never t,o be completely re,rivcd among the peop.lei as a whol~. 7 The nineteenth · 
eentury is generally eharaeterized as a ;period in which historical Christianity 
sutfered a gJ:tadual decline.. Darwin's tbe.,:1ey of evolution came along a.bout the 
middle of' the century to increase the growing s·keptieism toward the Bibl~ 1s 
authority an-.i to place those who still held to that authority in a lower iocial 
and intellectual bracket .. 
5 ~., .sll· 
6 !.,l:p.~l., p., 449., 
7 Floyd E. Hamilton, .Im! Baals~ Clga..;,U.an F'aitg, P• xi.-
4 
!. 
Such a situation as the one described. could not fail to hav~ .a powert~ 
· effee.t on America.'.•s attitude toward her preachers. Materialistic professions 
· .. that offered the people new and better pleasures came into social as:eendaney.· 
The· ministry;, in the minds of thousands, became an outmoded and almost degraded 
· profession. Many men of outstanding minds who formerly would have chosen this 
pr<>,f:ess.ion now turned to industry and -to ecience.. As a re~ult,, by tb.e end of 
the eentury the people no longer accepted the preacher as the community leader 
for the sole r·eason that he was a preacher. 
The other :fa.'ctor upon which the ·social reputation of t,he preacher rested, 
personal merit., still served to raise men. to great heights oi.'. popularity. 
Such men as Phillips Brooks and Henry Ward Beecher were, because of their 
outstanding personalities, at the top rung of the ladder as far as social 
position was concerned .. Somewhat a.part. from these personal qualities, these 
preachers were revered because of their excellent educational backgrounds., 
Since Colonial times ministers had generally been recognized for their superi• 
ority in this respect, and they were still so recognized far up into the 
· nineteen·th· c~ntury, especially in New England where the shouting emotionalists 
£ailed to gain the powerful foothold that they were able to secure in the West. 
But in the more highly developed sections of America., especially the Hew 
:England'stat~s, it is clear that preachers who were becoming great community 
leaders were .not doing so because of the people's confidence in the religion 
that they espoused but rather because of the reliance upon the men themselves. 
It was not, then, as advocates of any doctrine or creed that men eould become 
popular as preachers; orthodoxy was neither expected nor required. Me:n sueh. 
as Henry Ward Beecher beeame the personal advisers and idols of thousands of 
men and woman in trouble and out of troubl.e., but hearing them speak an audience 
would not always know whether they ware Episcopalian. or Presbyterian. The 
truth was. that they cared little for any creed but were anxious only to preach 
5 
a k:tnd of' social gospel that would aid people to live better moral lives. 
It was not so much that these men were skentical of the Bible (excHr,t in the 
~ 0 
. Unitarian Church) as that they saw no point in upholding h:i.storical Cr£ristianity 
Ylhen their audiences were becoming la.rgely indifferent to that matter. 
VJhlle this decline in orthodoxy was going on, the posit.ion of' the preacher 
as a romantic lover remained firm. 'l'he reckless, carefree m&m-about-town has 
no monopoly on the aff'octi.ons of the fairer sex. There is a ce1~tuin aloof 
and mysterious quality about a preacher that ap:fH3::c,ls to women of almost 
every el.ass. U is also recognizable that moral virtue and clean living 
never fail to gain admiration because of the will power to overcome temptations 
tht::i,t they represent.. :&."ven the sickly pallor which was the result of thG 
minister's long hours of study could not dump en the a:;?dor of the 6p:i.nster 
parishioners, who j.doB.zod their religious leader and wa.i ted pa.tiently for 
slgns of his preference for them. Actually a fa.i.r proportion of ministerial 
students endured the rir:;ors of' Greek and Latin and 12·racluated from co1log.,e ·- ~ -
with a fair ammmt of' :rob1rnt hee.lthiness and m"'nly vigor, and though the 
girls adored nuraing the weak ones, they were not avorse to the charms of 
these stron,zer Ol'H?s~ Mothers were still eO.ucating ds:ughte:rs to hel:t®ve that 
a pre,.eher was the safest possible nominee for their future affections. 
A nerJ preacher, then, VJ.hether he b(:c, weak or Htrong, co:ntin.u.:od to be the 
stimulus f'or a. commlmity of hopeful mothers to prepare willing daughters as 
prospects for the preacher's atterrtions. Leading gossips were sent ahead 
t,o find out his past romances, hi:3 likes, and h:ts disH.keri, and to scout 
around in general in orcler to ascertain the po£:isibilities of sec1Jriru6 him 
for a. son-in-law. 
Thus it is seen that the social position of the American preacher, 
which was very high at the beginning of the nineteenth centm:;r, gradually 





A study of the characterizations of preachers in the works of Harriet 
Beecher St.owe and Margaret Deland covers the who.le of the nineteenth century .• 
Mrs. Stowe, though born i11 1811, wrote of preachers who lived in the last 
part of the eighteenth and the first part of the nineteenth centuries. Mrs. 
Deland, who was born in, 1857 and died in 1946, wrote of preachers who l:tved 
d1J.ring the last half of the nineteenth century.. These women had an oppor-
tunity to see the gradual decline of' orthodoxy and religious intolerance 
t1',.at, characterized their century and to create fictional preachers to mirror 
this decline. 
Pars. Stowe more nearly represent,s the attitude toward the ort,hodox.y of 
the f:Lrst part of the century. conservatism and her liberalism both 
were taken from the mind cf her great father, Lyman Beecher, who inherited 
his theology indirectly from Jonathan Edwards. When Lyman attended Yale 
University~ he came in contact with its Calvinist President, Timothy Dwight, 
who became his hero and exercised a great deal of influence over his life.1 
Dwight ~as the nephew Tldwards and was also the man who reeebred the mantle 
of };dwards after that great Calvinist was gone. 2 Lyman, Beecher absorbed 
enough of Edwards 1 influence through Dwi.ght that he never completely departed 
from some of the basic beliefs. 
Harriet Beecher, then, inherited a certain amount of orthodoxy which kept 
alive within her the Christian hope for immortality. She exhibits this 
l Lyman B .. Stowe, Saints Sinners and Beechers, p .. 27. 
2 t)ualben, .212• cit .. , p. 471. 
l have thought muoh liitely of tho poosibilit;y of my la,i,.v.tng 
you e,11 and ,going :home.. I am oome 'bo the stage of my pil?,1'"ima.ge 
that is within sight of the river of death, and I feel that now I 
must have all in re,.iliness day and night for the messenger of t':".o 
F.ingu .. 1ihat I have, then, 1 tr.now 'i1ith absolute cert,ainty, yet. it 
is so unlike~ and above arwthine we conceive of :i.n this ·,vorJ.d that 
it is dit.t'icult to put it i1l'to words.J 
But Mrs. Stowe ts fathe1· with all ryf his orthodoxy was triad by the 
Calv-lnists for heresy, and though he was r..aver convicted, it is evident. 
th:'..;l.t he was not averse to the aecaptance of ne\T and radical id08s concern-
ing religion. From him, then, l'l'rs. St.owe received her attitude to1.iard 
Galvlnism whieh made her question much or its teachings later. It seemed 
that she could not harmonize the Calvinistie conception of God wi-th the. 
Goa that she tho~ght of as a loving Being; therefore, when her brothers 
and sisters began to tea.eh her that God is on.q love, they found her an 
apt. pupil.. Her attitude toward eternal punishment remained a puzzled one, 
and later i.n life when her son Hent"Y was drowned while he was still uncon-
verted, she wrote to Lady Byron: 
I think inereasinely on -'iihe subject on which you con ... 
versed with me on.ee - t,he futtu-:·\~ state of r,2d.;ribtrtion- It is 
evident to me that t,he spirit of Christi.:mity hos produced in 
the human spirit ,~ tende.z,m3ss of love v.ihl.ch Idwlly revolt;:,: from 
the old doctrine of this subject and yet it was Christ who said., 
1'Fee.r. Him that is able to destroy soul s.m:! body in Hell. 11 
But or one thing I always f,sel '~';,re: probation does not end 
with th5.s li.fe and th(,.'l rm.mber oi' sa'i'J ;~~ may t.ter·3i'ore 1,e iafini tely 
greater than the world's history leads us t.o suppose .. 4 
But Mrs. Sto·i1e was further removed fr,om Calvinism than was her father, 
and when in later lit~e she knew a yearning for elegance, permanence~ tra-
clition, mystery, and especially authority, she turned to the liberal 
3 Charles E. Stowe, The !JI.§ gt Harr3tet Beecher St.owe, P• 513. 
4 Catherine Gilbtn·tsori, Harriet Beegh~ Stowe, pp. 237•8 .. 
t Episcopalian ehurch •. 5 
. . 
Mrs~ Stowe always believed in subordinating dQctrine . to Christian 
living and pure love of God. She was able to see the dan~er of man.ls . . . :..,.., . 
finally eoming to love bis creed more than hls God. She e"'-press~s t,hi.s. 
opinion in on-e of her comments in the second volume of Dred, (1856),. 
As the Idolater worships the infinite and unseen under a 
visible symbol till it effaces the m.emory of what is signified, 
so m~n begin by loving institutions for God ts sake, which come at 
last to stand with i.;hem in the place of God ... 6 
9 
P..11 of ll.[rs •. Stowe• s ideals and ideas concerning orthodoxy are personi"" 
fied in· the preacher characterizations of her .novels and_ short stories. 
Dr. H .. , the minister in. one of her earlier novels, ~- ~[ini~ter 1s Wooi!lg 
(l,.859), is conservative enough, but he plac<,;16 no emphasis on doctrines ox-· 
creeds.· lie_ is pictured in a New England village shortly after theRavolu-
. tionary War. ?hough trained in the Edwards school of' theolOg"/ lik{3 Mrs .. 
Stowe·1s f'ather, he ie primarily interested in Christian living. He_ is 
described a.s "a metaphysician, a philanthropist, and in the highest and 
most earnest sense a mini,ster of good on earth,_n7 ttfils theology,n·says 
Mrs~ Stowe, "was, in feet, the turning to an invisible Sovereign of that. 
spirit of loyalty and unquestioning subju.ga:tion ubich is one of the noblest 
oap~bilities of our nature .. u8 
Dr. H .. is presented as a. man who is not afraid to advocate something 
new and different, but like Lyman Beecher he was ready to risk a trial i'or 
heresy in order to advance his religious ideas.. He had a System of_ 1heolo6:;y 
5 . 
Ibid., P• 252. 
6 . . 
Harriet Beecher Stov1e, Dred, II, 182. 
7 Harriet Beech~r ~to-we, ~ Minister's Wooina,, P• 59., 
S Ibig., P• 18 .. 
10 
· tllat he was planning to pubUsh which held t,hat man should be able to give 
. . . 
·_ up ev~l:"ything that he had hoped f'or even to his soul for the greater good 
-~! God, and though some of ·the people found this teaching very difficult, he 
_·-•- still :eontinued to preach it. 
Though one of the characters in th.is story con1plains that nhe ·can•·t 
.under~ta.11,d all the hang of predeat,ination, and moral ability, and God'' s 
·-• efficlenoy, and .ma.n's agency, which Dr. H. is so engaged about~ 119 and 
though Dr. H. is vitally eoncerned with theology, he, like Mrs. Stowe, 
recognizes truth to be more importaut than creed. When he is accused of 
being an Arminian he says; 
Supposing I do interpret some texts like the 1'1.rminians. can•t 
Arminians have anything right about them? Who wouldn't rather go 
with the Armini!,1ns when they are right, than 1,1ith the Calvini_sts when 
they are wrong?J.0 
Dr., Fi., also embodies another one of Harriet's favorite beliefs,. that of 
being willing to saerii'ice doctrine to philanthropy. Thus,, when this 
preacher finds that he can no longer believe in slavery, he decides to go to 
one of his richest parishioners to enlist his support in freeing the negroes. 
Now, this rich man happens to be a slave trader, and i\1rs. Scudder-, a worthy 
church member with whom Dr. H. is residing, knows that he v1ill only be 
offended and refuse to help to pay for the Doctor's publishing of his System 
flt TheolC?a• When she argues this point v-iith the Doctor, he answers: 
I'd sooner ffl'1' system should be sunk in the sea than it should 
be a millstone round my neck to keep me from my duty. Let God take 
oare of' my theology; I must do my duty.11 
In Dred Mrs .. Stowe creates a number of elergymen who help to illustrate 
9 . 
ilia•, p .. 28. 
10 Ib.d .!Rl5!•, P• 45 • 
ll Ibid., P• 101. 
11 
this principle very clearly. She had been dismayed to see the majority 
of t,he southern ministers ei ·!:,her keeping quiet about slavery or trying 
to hiitrtnonize it with the Bible, :not because they believed in it but, be-
cause to fight it required too much of a sacrifice. They were more in'ter-
ested in discussing the fine points o:{ theology than in aiding the cause of 
fx•eedom by \tor!"..:i:.ng against slavery. This' weakness in them she attempts to 
p:t;•ove by. allowing her reader to sit in on a .minister• s conf'erence where 
slave1·1 and theological doctrines aro both being discussed. First, we are 
introduced to the p.r"~aehers, each of whom represents some common 1;1eakness, 
wit;h Dickson au exeeption. Dr.. Cushing, a man of' warm feelings and humane 
impulses, was prompt with his stand against slavery, but 0 he Was·· known 
as a peacemaker, a. modifier, and a harmouizer. ifor did he scrupulousli ex-
amine how much of the credit oi' this was due to a fastidious soft.ness of' nature, 
which made controversy disagreeable and wearisome.n12 These qualities caused 
h.tm to take the side of least resistance whether it was right or wrong. 
Dr • .Pa.ckthread was another good man whose piety and orthodo.xy could 
not be questioned, but 11he worshipped Christian prudence, and the 1;,1hole 
category of accomplishments which we have described he considered as the 
fruits of it.n13 This vmrship of prudence and his going on year t;;.fter year 
Hdoing deeds rihich even a political candidate would blush a.t; violating 
the most ordinary principles of moralit,y and honor; i7hile he stmg hyrnns8 
made prayers, and administered sacraments 114 placed this preacher on the side 
of' the prudent hypocrite who will gladly talk against evil but will seldom 
13 Ibid., p~. 179,. 
14·Loe. cit. 
12 
Dr .. Oalker is ineludthl.in the novel to represent the preacher whose 
. ' 
devotion to creeds blinds him to all other values. Mrs. Stowe describe.a 
him thust 
He was earnestly and sincerely devout, as he understood devotion • 
. He began with loving the chtti~ch for God's sake, and ended with· 
loving her better then God. And, by the Ohurob., he meant the 
organization of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of 
.America. Her ea.use, in his eyes,- was God •a cause; her glory, God •s 
glory; her .suecess, the i.nd:lspensable condition of the millenni~; 
her· defeat, the defeat of all 'i:.ha't was good for the human raee .. 
So, as a :result of his great devotion to his creed, an.other preacher 
was kept from f'ighting the evils of slavery.. But now Mrs. Stowe redeems the 
race of preaohers and shows her readers what aha ,ex.pacts or a. preacher by 
presenting the ohild-like Dickson at the confarenee~ This man, who had at 
t.imes not even the priee of a stamp with which to mail his letters, was 
regarded by his brethren "with great affection and veneration, though whol.17 
- 16 . 
devoid of any eccl.esir:istica.l wisdom .. u In the middle of the conference, 
he becomes disgusted with the theological wrangllngs and prepares to go, 
saying.,· 11Brotbe.:r Calker here, talks of the Presbyterian Church. 1Uasl in 
her skirts is found the blood of' poor innocents, and she-is willing, for the 
sake of union, to destroy them for whom Christ died.nl7 
No, Harriet Beeeher Stowe's preacher would not ?orget tho sufferings 
of mankind for the doctrine of the Presbyterian Chureh nor for any o;Gher 
church. Neither would he sacrifice that v;hich he believed ;for- comfort or 
safety for himself or for his family.. When Dickson is approached by the 
leaders of a wanltby church to preach for them with the com:li tion that he 
must leaver o£f preaching about sla.v-ery. his answer is a final negative.. He 
chose rather to suf'f er physical deprivation,. and when the evil Tom Gordon 
1-5 Ibur., rr. 182·. 
16 ~-, P• 180:. 
17 . Ibid., p .. 198 • 
13 
away from the meeting where slave-holders were not allowed and 
asked him if he would promise to stop prouehing against slavery to prevent 
physicul beating, Dickson's anss?er is another brave no. There tied to a 
troe by the side of his poor little cabin v1hile his sic1'-.ly wife looks or1, this 
weak and fainting old rnan endures a beating rather than give up his fight 
for the freedom of the Negroes. It should be noted that ·this man wa.s :not 
suffer:i.ng as a .tll.&rtyr because of his Catholicism or Protestantism. as so many 
have done in ages pa.st, but as a democratic American of' the nineteenth century 
be was su.fferi:ng :for the right to preach the Christian standard found in the 
i~ew Testament •. 
l!'m~ther proof that Mrs ... Stowe charact;erized her pr·eachars as tolerant 
men '.11ho rise above their man-made creeds is found in t,he Reverend lliir. Sewell 
from The Pearl Qf. Orr's Island (1862). Though a Calvinist he is glad to 
recommend to the Catholic Dolores tr,;.J.t 11 ·!:.he Rondsh Church, amid raany corrup-
tions, prese:cves all of the essential beliefs necessary for our salvation, 
and that many holy souls have gone to heaven through its c.loors. u18 He 
excuses this advice in the following manner: 
many of my persuasion would not have felt free to do this, 
but my liberty of eonscience in this respect was perfect. I 
have seen that if you break the cup out, of which a soul has 
been used to ta.ke the wine of the gospel, you often spill the 
very wine its elf'. And af'ter all, . ·these forms are but shadows 
of' which the substance is Christ.19 
So far all t.he preachers discussed have been Calvinists of one group 
or another. Attention is now directed to one of Mrs. Storre's Episcopalian 
ministers, the Reverend Arthur St. John i'rom ~ and ~ l'leighbors (1875) .• 
Possibly because he represent;; a rdigious body that 1'1rs. Stowe did not 
18 Ma.rriet Beecher Sto,Je, ~ Pearl .Ql.. Orr's Island, p. 26.3. 
19 :Loe., gi;J:,. 
sympathize with, he is pictured as being rather intolerant., His education 
and birth were those of a New England Puritan., with all those habits ot 
reticence and self•eontrol which a New England education en.forces. Bis 
. religious experiences., being those of reaction from a sterile and severe 
system of intellectual dogmatism, still carried with them a tinge of the 
prec:ision and narrowness .of his early life. 11His was e. nature like some of 
the ~treams of his native mountains,. inclining to cut for itself' straight• 
deep, narrow currents; and all his religious reading and thinking had run 
in one channel., u20 One member of' his congregati6n, a Mrs., Eva Henderson., 
.· says,. ttHe is a natural school,..master, and likes to control people, and, 
e.ltbough b.e is. so very gentle, I alv1ays feel that he is very stringent,. and 
that if' I once allowed him ascendancy he would make no allowanees., a21 When 
the Quaker preaeher, Sibyl Seh:iyn1 made an application to him to hold a . 
meeting in his li ·t.tle chapel, he sternly refused. All these things imply 
that the Reverend Arthur st. John is hopelessly intolerant. He so appears 
until a new and liberal inf'luen.ee sta.rta working in his lire, tbtlt. of his 
bride, the beautiful and lovable Angie., Angie is able to make him see a 
lot of things in a different light so. that when the Met.hodists ask for con• 
trihutions £or their orphan homes he sends fifty dollars with the .following 
notet nJ?romafellow-worker,,..rr22 
'ThW? it is almost with one accord that Mrs. Stov1e • s ministers concur 
oza the point. of tolerance and liberalism.. From fo~my; People (1878) comes 
:Or. Cushing, ,a man who ~d forbidden his little daughter to a.ttend the Epis-
··, 
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, Harriet :Beecher Stowe, .!! and our Jeighbor1;, P• 17) • 
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,. · Ibid., P• 49. 
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eopalian Christmas services. Di·. Cushing expresses his real iE.ttitude toward 
the t:piscopalia.n church as Dolly is leaving for a vacation with her Episcopalian 
maternal grandparents: 
Of eou.rsejc while with t.hem you will attend the services 
of the Episcopal Church; for that you have my cordial consent 
.and willingness. The liturgy of the church is full of devout 
.feelings, and. the Thirty-nine ..l.rticles {with some few slight 
excaptions) are a very excellent statement of truth,. In adopting 
the spirit and langua:;e of the prayers in the service.you cannot 
go amiss; very excellent Christians have been nourished and 
brought up upon them. So hmre no hesitation about uni ting in all 
Christian exercises with your relatives in Boston.23 
But, with all or their tolerance, Mrs .. Stowe•s preachers never exhibit 
the least sign of the skeptical indifference that mar~s the heroes of modern 
fiction; neither de they ever give hope for immortality where historical 
Christianity gave none. ~hen the father of James Marvyn in~ Minister•s 
Wooing ll'/-Ourns that his son is dead without any sure hope of salvation, Dr. H .. 
says., 11There is no healing for such troubles except in unconditional sulmdssion 
to Infinite Wisdom. and Goodness.. The Lord reigneth, and will at last bring 
infinite good out of evil, whether our small portion oi' existence be included 
or not .. n24 
The whole attitude or rliTs .. Stowe's preachers is summed up in one passage 
of her novel, poganuc People. Dr .. Cushing soothes the funeral mourners 
eonfidemtly with this message: 
... Now that we have come to pay the last tribute to her memory, 
shall it be with tears alone? If we love our sister, shall ne 
not rejoice because she has gone to the Father? She has gone 
where there is no mor0 sickness, no more pain, no more sorrow, 
no more death, and she shall be ever '.Ji th the Lord.25 
23 · u~-iet Be."' eh_"'r Sto"'"'·· .•. 1R1.a "' "' .... , Por.;anug People, pp ... 351-2 .. 
.24 Harriet Beecher Stmve, In& t!tlnister' s Wooing, p. :218. 
25 Harriet Beecher Stowe, Poganue People, P• 284 .. 
f3orn forty-six years later than l[rs. Stov;e, l':1argaret Doland more 
nearly :represent.a the attitude toward orthodoxy oft.he last half of the 
nineteenth century when a growing skepticism began to characterize society 
as a whole. She was born into a fe,.mily of Presbyterians and 0arly hecame 
a confirmed Calvinist, but liberalizing influences soon began to come 
her way.. In. th.e .first place her i:Zrandpare1h s 011 the Wade sit\ e 1:1Erre 
Episcopalian, and her frequent visits with them during her youth ga.ve 
h@r a tolerant attitude toward that liberal church .. 
But another and much more powerful influence toward liberalism,was 
her marriage into the Uni ta:dan Deland family of Boston. l~or a .long time 
she had intentions of converting her husband to. Galvil1:ism, but gradually 
all her desire along that line died a.way, leaving her ready to follow 
instead of lead him. 26 Therefore, when a friend recommended the Episcopalian 
Phillips Brooks as a good preacher, Lorin and Margaret both decided to hear 
him. Lorin was immediately inf'luenced by the powerful personality of this 
preacher and decided to continue his attendance at ·the Boston Episcopalian 
Church.. Margaret follm,eci, thinking all the time that as she hadn't as 
yet done much to convert her Unitarian husband to Calvinism, the Scarlet 
y, • , • I~ •. ir· l- b t y f • ,.1 1 • t -.:! ?' • t . • 27 i~o-man 1r:.:i.g11t n.eep a na way r1ouse e ,veen .i.n iue 1. y a:u.u resby ·01°ian1sm .. 
It was not long until Lorin was ready to be confirmed, and right here 
Margaret learned something about intolerance that had a powerful influence 
upon her orthodoxy. t1lhen Lorin ts Unitarian mother f OlL~ that he vJas -bo 
ally himself' wi-th the Trinitarians, she was very much upset. 1::.1argaret 
expresses her mm reaction to her mo't,her-in-la.1;;1 1 s intolerance in the 
f ollo\1ing manner: 
26 Margaret Deland, Golden Yesterdays, p.201. 
27 Ibid., pp .. 106•7. 
The sight, however, of the distress of his mother and sister, 
because of his confi~ation, was the beginning for me of a new 
knowledge, namely: Intolerance, in the various faiths, differs 
in degree--not in kind., The Presbyterian, Catholic, Unitarian, 
Mohammedan, or., for that matter, t.he man who he-v.reth him down a 
cedar tree, burneth part thereof, and with pd.rt thereof balwtb bread, 
1"0asteth roast, warmeth himself', and saith: "Aha, I am warm! 11 And 
wj.th the residue maketh a god, worshipeth it, and saith: "'Thou art 
my god.fn-..:this rnan, and all the other religious folk, are protty 
much the same under the skins of their creeds. Each knows he is 
right and all the others are wrongt28 . 
This exhibition of intolerance along with other .influe11ees worked on 
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· .<Margaret's mind until she found one day while she was writing Joh..11 Ward, 
Proo.cha.:; that, she· no l011ger believed in the Trinity; she felt;· as !:f she had 
outgrown it as a child outgrows Santa. Claus. When she admitted this unbelief 
to herself~ lt didn't trouble her; a.nd for a whole year doubt crept closer 
and closer; then, one. day, while in ehureh with Lorin, she realized that the 
whole structure of her belier was slipping.. Here is her account of it,; 
Sitting.there that Sunday morning beside Lorin, one 
uncertainty after another, marshaling itself in my mind, bGc~me 
a clea.r·and positive negation. If the doctrine of' the Trinity 
was untenable, so was the Divinity of Ghrist. Well, then, 1:1hat, 
about the Apoatle•s Creed? There wer-e two or three things in ·i;;hat 
I could· not take literally •••• One \-7as the nresurrection of· the 
. body•i ...... ·t;hat was absurd! And what about immortality?29 
Yes, whet about immortality? Marg"aret found that one belief was 
supported in her mind by another, and whe11 one of them ,,as lost the rest, 
·rollowed until a general landslide was initiated. But one who has believed 
in immortality £or a long time finds it one of t,he most difficult belief's 
of all to give up, and Ei1argaret did not give i·i, up. Hour af·ter hour she 
thought ove-r the. subject until at last she made.up her mind to visit Phillips 
Brooks and hear his explanation.. fi/hen she arrived at his study, she found 
herself becoming more and more anxious. Her agonizing "Do you believe ·t.hat 
2n · 
118. ~-, p .. 
29 J.hl4 .. , p. 201. 
we live after d<::ath--really live, and knmu each other? 
brought silence, brought much wa1Idng back and forth across the floor, and 
then brought an answer.. n 1 It must be true.,' he said;' 'Life would be too 
terrible if it were not!' n31 li.t first this answer was not enough, and the 
terrible burden still weighed on her minc:l, but when she read that !'.Ir. Brooks 
had ,1ritten to someone else tha.t every man G.nd woman sho11ld say that they 
are a part of God, and that they have God's inimcn:talit,y in them, she was 
sa-t1sf'is>c1 to bGgin her researeh into all of' tht:i writings on the subject with 
a basic premise that God is an 11Ete:u·nc.1 Energy. n32 lJJi th her research finally 
o,rer, we have her conclusion that remained with her the rest, of her life. 
The hypothesis of su_rvival is thinkable! .Aft.er a long 
time, I even found it rmavoidable. Sone people call this 
deduction intuition, wbich is occasionally pillared and but-
tressed by reason.. Others name it. Fa.i th ••• but whatever it 
is called "" Intu.i tion, or Faith, or ... ,.reason .•• all these names 
are based on the assumption we live, and move, and have 
our being, i:n a ConsciouG Universe .. u.We 21.re only motes in 
the light of stupendous suns, only syjecks of selves, in the 
Everlasting .Self - which knows Beauty, Love, Genius, Calvary! 
And as the Grea.t Self contains our small selves, it is think-
able t.h,.,1.t it will continue them for, as Phillips Brooks said, 
11IVe have ,Ghe Immortality of: God in us1!!3.3 
'Ihus Ma.rg13.ret Deland came back to a kind of orthodoxy that snst.ained 
her hut one that could never have satisfied the more conservative Mrs. 
Stowe. 
These spiritual struggles found their 't1ay into the fictional person-
alities of Mrs .. Deland I s preacher characterizat,ions. Some of -the1a reflected 
her earlier orthodoxy; some of them were much mo:re skeptical; but all of' 
JO Ibid., p. 262 .. 
31 Loe. cit,. 
32 
Log. cit. 
33 Ibid., 263, 
them either subordinated doctrine and smilec upon unorthodox conceptions 
of Christianity or were ridiculed by their creator for doing otherwise. 
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Since the theme of Mrs. Deland 1 s novel, dQhB filll:Q., Preacher (1$88), is 
closely related to the orthodoxy of preachers, this novel is the most 
important document to be considered in a study of the orthodoxy of her 
preacher characterizations. The theme of the novel, as stated by Mrs. 
Deland, is »to show that the doctrine of eternal damuation - not often 
preached now :.tn Ne,v England ... wa.s a contradiction of a belief in the 
justice, and mercy, and love of God."34 
. With such a theme h'1 mind }t'irs. Deland created a preacher who held 
to the theory of eternal damnation and attempted to show the results 
of that belief in his life and in the lives of the people associated 
· with him. John is pictured as the embodiment of' all that is orthodox. 
To him the Bi.ble was the last word in authority. Mr. Dale, a friend 
of John's, says, "Ward would believe in a. party only so long as it agreed 
with his conscience, •• .,I can fancy he would leave any part:;r, if he thought 
its teachings were not supported by the Bible .. 11.35 In a discussion of 
people who practiced slavery because they believed it v;as authorized by 
the Bible, John says 
But, ..... if they did believe the Bible permitted slavery, 
what else cotild they do? Ki.iowing that it is the inspired 
word of God, and that every action of life is to be decided 
by it, they had to fight for an institutlon whlcb they believed 
sacred, even .1.:f their own judgment and inclination did not concede 
that it was right •. 36 
The picture that Mrs. Deland wants her readers to sea of' .lohn is that 
of a man whose intellect could not hold a belief subject to the changes of 
J4 I' "d 217 ...,Q.;k_.' P!> . • 
35 1'1argaret Deland, :!2h!! ~, Preacher, p. 58. 
36 roid., p. 10. 
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time or eireumstances. Onee he acknowledged his belief to his soul .. it,s 
growth was ended; it hardened into a creed, in which he rested in complete 
satisfaction. It wasn't that he did not desire more light; it was simply 
that h.e could not conceive that there might be more light. "And granting 
his premise that the Bible .. was directly inspired by God., nsays Thlrs .. Deland, 
flhe was not illogical in holding with a pathetic and patient faith to the 
d~ctrines Qi.' the P.resbyterian..Chureh.n37. 
But with all his orthodoxy., John Ward married a girl who was an 
agnostic. Knowing that Helen Jeffrey had been reiired by ari Episcopalian 
preacher, John pretended to himself tha.t'he was safe i:n marrying her, 
but he was actually allowing his love for her to work against his better 
judgment, for Helen mad,e no attempt to deceive him concerning her bel;lefs. 
Ee.fore they were married she told him that she belieyed it would be unright-
eous and unjust for God to send a soul to hell forever ... When John a.tt$mpted 
to explain to her that. the Bible upholds the belief in Hell, she said that 
s11e did not believe in th~inspiration of the Bible. Torn between his 
love for Helen and his desire to present to his eongregation a wife who 
would help him. in his labors among them, John finally eompromises. He 
decides that it is a sacred right and duty to win her heart and marry her,, 
0 that he might take her away from the atmosphere of' religious indifference 
in which she lived,· and ¢de her to light and life.~.JS 
After he was married, John found himself cont,inually putting off any 
attempt to convert Helen to orthodoxy.. They were so happy" just as they 
were that he hesitated to int:roduce a subject that might destroy their 
J7 ~., P• 41• 
38 . · 
. Ibid., P• 43. 
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happiness •.. ·:. 
'l',hey • had not been married loug when a· trl:l.gedy · oecured in their.· 
parish.·. The·whole purpose of this tragedy's introduction into the story 
seems to·beto show John•s orthodoxy and the disastrous results of it. 
'l'mn Davis, one of John's parishioners who is a drunkard, is killed by 
deliberately: going into a fire while he is drunk to save a child. ·· Viihen 
Joh11 goes to -comfort ·the drun.k'ard ts ;via.ow, her first desire is to hear 
the preacher sa.ythat her husband has gone to Heaven, but J9hn, though 
he is toO kind tc, state in plain words that he believes her husband to 
be in hell; .shows what he believes by the passionate pity in his eyes. 
The widow is heart-broken and says tha.t she doesn't want the love of· 
God if He wott1an•t give her Tom another chance. Here Mrs. Deland pauses 
to· say· that 0 the presence of that dead man asserted the hopelessness of 
John's creed; no human pity could dim his faith, and he had no words of 
.comfort for· the distracted woman who clung to him. n39 
When John's wife goes to the grieving widow and convinces her.that 
her husband is not in Hell, the widow's love for God is restored, and 
she· is comforted but wonders why the. preacher doesn •t believe tha'.t way 
too.. Helen says that he will yet come to believe that God is t.oo mer-
ciful to send one of Iii.s children to Hell, but she is wrong. Johnfs 
belief is too deep and too much a part of him to ever be given up. The 
tact is that John•s belief is ao powerful that when he realizes that 
he can't convert his wife any other way, he decides to separate himself 
from her until she is converted .. lie firmly believes that the distress 
caused by the s.epara·l;.ion will in time bring Helen to her senses,. but 
Helen is not,t.he kind of woman to change her belief easily, and the 
.39 Ib!d. P• 163 .. 
separat:ton len1rshena .from day.s :Lnto l'!lonths.. It is ,iseless to speeu• 
lute about wh,s.t Hel:enis finili-1 aecision would bavs been if ,John h:ad not 
died while they were still separated, but ~he reader Sl:.tspeets thut with 
By thus showing that John 1Vard ts orthodoxy had resulted in a pain-
ful separation, Mrs. Deland hoped that she had proved to the world the 
fault~ of a belief in hell, but a.he reckoned m. thout one .flaw in her 
thodox Epi&'Oopalians, they were very mooh displeased aru:i attar:!Ypted to 
convinee her that she .should not publi.sh it"' 40 Margaret agreed to submit 
the question of its publication to the judgment or~ her Uncle Filliam 
· When Margaret read th(;r book to her uncle, she was ve'r"y mueh Sl.trprised to 
.hear h.i:m aa.y, "There is no reason for not publishing it!"' •• I ,0nly wish 
tba:ee we:r·e ,:,10re John Wards in 'hbe Churchesl 11/,il This att.i tude left 
eternal love, that it 
aticna for .J.ohn was thSit unconsciously Inrs.. Deland had given this orthodox 
preacher an extremely sympathetic eharaoter. From the beginni.ng to the 
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end of the novel, Joh11 shows a powerful courage to stay by that which he 
believed, and this unwavering loyalty to his creed becomes a kind of integ-
rity. Here was a roan who was willing to give up all the pleasures of the 
world in order to remain true to that which he believed.. The final impres-
sion received by ,many readers is that this kind of man is needed in the 
world and that it makes little difference whether or not his creed includes 
a belief in eternal punishment. 
Mrs. Deland 1s characterization of the liberal but shallow Episcopalian 
rector in this same novel serves even more to throw a favorable light on 
John Ward and his orthodoxy. The Reverend Dr .. Howe has been the only father 
that Helen has ever known, but he has not been able to make a believer out 
of her. Vlhen Helen shows how little she knows about orthodo:J..-y, John Ward 
asks Dr. Howe what orthodoxy means. i'he Doctor's answer is "Why, what we 
believe, boy - what we believe!. The rest of my flock k.'tlow better [than 
Helen], Mr:. Ward, I assure you. 1142 But Helen contradicts this statement 
by saying that the rest of his flock do not know what they believe. Actually 
Dr. Howe is only p.retending an orthodoxy that he does not have, for when the 
dying Mr. Denner asks him about immor"tality, Dr. Howe says, ttAh? ... I don't 
knm'l • I can't tell. I - I don• t know, Denner l "43 Again when he f"ind s 
that Helen and John have separa-ted, he tries to prove to Helen that there 
is a Hell, but unconsciously veers to assertions that it makes no difference, 
anyhow; uthat of course the doctrine of eternal damnation was preposterous, 
and that she must pel"'sua.de Mr. Ward t.c di,op the su'bject. 1144 
But Mrs. Deland was capable of creating a minister who was both 
,42 Margaret Deland, John Ward, Preacher, P• 12. 
43 . ~., p. 337 .. 
,44 llw!•, P• )98. 
admirabla and liberal. Dr. Lavendar, who appears in the majority of her 
stories and in many of her novels, is an Episcopalian who is not skeptical 
abou:h the lnspiration of the Bible, but is always liberal in religious 
matters.· When in ~. Awakening £)L Helena Richie (1906), Sam Wrightfs parents 
are grieving over his suicide, Dr. Lavendar conforts them with rlOrds contrary 
to the teachings of historical Christianity. 11But remember," se.yti Dr. Laven-
dar,, nb:i.s Heavenly I;-;ather wi;Ll do His best for him. n45 Again in 11At the 
Stuffed Animal Housen (1937) when Dr. Lavendar is comforting the dying old 
Miss Harriet, who is an avowed infidel, he says 11I want you to remember that 
death is a happy sleep .. 1146 But when he finds that this eying woman is not 
in-terested in religion a11d doesn't want to hear anything religious., he says, 
11 If you can mention anything which is not religious t.o a ,mman aho is going 
to die within a very few weeks, I will consider it! 1 47 
Thus it is cer·tai.n that Dr •. Laveno.ar believed in a life E'.:fte1· death, but 
it is 11ot so c-erta.in tht:i.t he did not believe in par1:,dise for saint and sinner 
.alike. The f'aat. is that Dr. La.vendar wanted no emphasis placed on doctrines 
a.t all, and especially wanted it understood that all churches and their min-
isters could be re:eommended by him. 1.Then John F"enn, the young Presbyterian 
minister in °':t'he Voicen (1937), becomes interested in Philippa, one of" Dr. 
Lavendar 1 s people, the Doctor says that he hopes there will he a match between 
the young tttheolog 11 and Phillipa .. 48 
Anot,her v:ay in which Dr. La.vendar shO'WS his disregard for craeds and 
thedr forms is by his utter disregard f'or the different kinds of uniforms 
45 lidargaret Deland, ~. Awakening .Qi Helena Richie, p. 252 .. 
46 l\i'ia.rgaret Deland, Old Chester Days, p. 78 .. 
47 Ipid., p. 71,. 
48 Ibid.,. P• 228. 
to be worn by the clergy. · YNhen ·Uie Reverend Mr. Spangler comes to take 
his place for awhile, he wants to know what Dr. Lavendar think:$ a.bout 
h:l.s wearing a cassock. It seems that Mr. Spangler has heard "that Dr. 
Lavendar•s parish is a little old-fashioned in regard to mat.tars oi' ritual. 
Dr. La.vendar 1 s ansvJer is filled with disgust: ucassock? Bless your heart, 
,:aar a. :pea-jacket if it helps you to prcmch the Word. It will only be for 
ten Sundays.n49 
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ill his liberality and in his conservc.tism, nlrs •. Deland 1s sympathies 
seem always to be with Dr. ta.venda.r, and are usually ,iit,h his type, a type 
which is clearly patterned after the life of the Dr. Brooks that she knew 
and loved. But wit,h John E'a.:r-d' s type, though she had unconsciously admired 
John himself,, she was not so sympathetic .. Her other pictures of the narrow 
Presbyterian dogmatist are not so pretty. The'Reverend Silas Eaton, though 
he is dead when 11The House of Rimmon11 {1903) begins,. leaves an evil influ-
ence on the lives of hi~3 family because of his egotism.. He is pictured 
in M.s· coffin as one who has nt.,he face of the religious egotist, stamped 
with inexorable sincerity, stern and cold and mean. 11 ' 0 His wife's Epis ... 
copalian father had. not liked Silas and had called him tttr,is harsh, fiery, 
narrow New England Minister, of another denomination, of another temperament 
- ... for tho.t matter, of another class. 1151 The old gentleman also said that 
he wouldn't have "that hell-fire Presbyterian use any of his money for his 
. h • 52 damned heat en; n 
Silasls fierce integrlty had ruled his familyts life. The withdrawal 
49 Margaret Deland, II.I• J.?1Ve11darts Peoole, p .. 11. 
50 Margaret Deland, Wisdom of' 1'"ools, p. 6? .. 
51 ll?!g_,., P• 72. 
52 P· <·i9. Ibid., ~ o 
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of this dominant and righteous husband and father had made an abrupt 
silence in his wife and childr,,m •s Uves. He had been so intent upon 
saving his own soul that he ha.d had no time to win h5.s children •.s affection 
or to make love to his wife. The result was that neither his wife nor his 
children cared for him, and when he died, they grieved little .. .il.11oth0r 
result of his meanness and also of his orthodoxy was the making of an 
unbeliever out of his wife .. · lJhen the Reverend Dr. West approaches her 
after her husband •s death and wan.ts to know what church she belongs to, she 
says., 11I'm not --anything ••• The Bible says people go to hell; but God is 
good, so I don't believe the Bible. t153 This att,itude was the result of a 
married lif'e with a "hell-fire Presbyterian. n The Reverend Dr. ~'Jest couldn •t 
go so far as to say that he didn 1t believe in the Bible, but he evidently 
didn't object too much to the widow's statement, for he admired her enough 
to propose to her not long afterward; and when she accepted, they were mar-
ried. 
But whether they are orthodox or skeptical, the majority of Mrs. Deland's 
sympathetic preacher characterizations are tolerant of other religions and 
other people's beliefs. Though the Reverend John Fe.nn in ll'fhe Voice" (1937) 
is contrasted with Dr .. Lavendar when a friend says that Fenn "measured every 
man •s chance of' salvation by his own theological yardstickn ,and Dr. Lavendar 
ttthonght salvation unmeasureable, 1154 J'ohn Fenn later says to himself that 
Dr. Lavendar is a good old man even if he is an Episcopalian.55 This attitude 
is chara.cteristio of almost all Mrs .. Deland 1 s preacher characterizations, 
52 Ibid., P• 78. 
53 llig,•, P• 89. 
54 Margaret Deland, Old Chester Days, p. 225. 
55 Ibid., P• 228 .. 
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and is also the attitude of Mrs. Deland herself .. 
With the exception of John Ward, the most important of ll!lrs. DelancPs 
preaebers a,re no:t interested in doctrinef!. Their purpose is to satisfy 
the demands of their time by forgetting their creeds and emphasizing 
.• Chl'istian living .. 
The dift'erences, than, in their inherited religious concepts, the 
·· inf'luences .tha:t touched their mature lives, and the ages in which they 
· . lived caused Mrs. Stowe and Mrs .• Deland to create fictional preachers 
whose attitudes toward adherence to the doctrines of historical Christi-
anity were not the same. Though Mrs. Storte 1 s ministers are never bigoted, 
they exhibit no hint or the skepticism that Mrs. Deland.ts Dr. liowe in 
. J'ohp Ward, Preacher could not hide even from a dying man. But Mrs. 
Deland was the child of a new age. In her and in authors like her, much 
o£ the twentieth century's audacious treatment of religion had its origin. 
CHAPTER THREE 
Preachers as Romantie Lovers , 
}"lhen Ml .. s .. Stowe was a very small girl, she had some aversion to a young 
', preacher as. a roma.ntie prospect for herself despite the fact that so many 
· , ·. of the men in h~r family were preachers. This aversion eari be partly 
. . 
explained by thE?. trouble that young Theodore 1\Jeld caused in her father• a · 
seminary~ '.L'his young divinity student was a militant abolitionist,,· and 
when Dr.. Beecher refused, . to allow the .university to become active in the 
fight against slavery, he organized an antislavery society consisting of , · 
about tbre~ fourths of the student body and left the university taking all · 
. ·of his society members with him,..1 ,This was a disaster fro~ which ·the 
seminary was slow to recover, and Har.riet never forgot it .. , She shows the 
. effects· of it in her characterization of Dolly Cushing in Pof"a.nug People. 
,. . 2 
Dolly, who was certainly meant to be a thumb-nail sketch of Harriet herself', 
knew that nthe ma.n she might love was not in the least like a blushing 
young theological student in a black coat, with a hymn•book und,er his arm..«3 
Nevertheless Harriet Beecher married a preacher, which seems rather 
strange until one considers that preachers and theological students ma.de up 
almost all of the young men that she knew. It should also be noted that 
Harriet was twenty-five years old and still single. This seems not unusual 
in modern times; but in 1836, when ,most women depended on a husband for sab• 
sistence., it was a dangerous position. 
l. Catherine Gilbertson, Harrie:!; Beecher S;uowe, p,. 84. 
2 Ibid.,, p .. 3,. 
3 Harriet Beech.er Stowe, Poganue People, p • .324. 
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Calvin Stowe was nine years older than Harriet, and there fJas 
nt.::rl:.hing in his burly, well-fed figure or his booming voice to remind 
one of Lord Byron, who had been Harriet's ideal lover since early child-
hood.4 But he had a rich emotional natu.re and a poetic temperament, and 
YJhat may have been more important, he was grieving for his first wife 
and needed Harriet to comfort him. In any case, on January 6, 18.36, 
Harriet Beecher found herself marrying Calvin Stowa.5 The whole thing 
came off very quietly.. She was puzzled by her lack of emotion. On the 
threshold of a momentous change she felt nothing at all. This was hardly 
what she expected from love and marriage, but no doubt her own fancy, her 
own dreams of happiness, bad led her astray quite as much as sentimental 
fiction could have done. 
All of this lack of emotion does not mean that Harriet was not 
happy with her husband. After she had been married several years she 
wrote to Galvin, tlif" you were not already m.y dearly beloved husband, I 
should certainly fall in love with you, 116 which was language more vigor-
ous than she permitted her heroines to employ. With the years their mu-
tual arr ection strengthened. When Calvin grew too old to travel, Harri at 
willingly gave up her winter home in Florida, the greatest pleasure her 
money ever bought for her. She remained steadfastly at his side during 
the long months of his dying, and when he was gone she mourned him as a 
bride.7 But the lack of emotion during the wedding does give an indica-
tion that their love story was not a romantic one and furnishes some clue to 
·, 
4 Gilbertson, .211• cit., p. 90. 
5 Ibid., p. 91. 
6 Forrest Wilson, Crusader iD .Q!:inoline, p. 162. 
7 , Ibid., p. 16.3. 
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the fact that she never wrote a passionate love seene. She either didn't 
know how or the restrictions of the times or her hereditary f'uritanism 
ea.used her l~ng~fre of' love to be conservative. 
But des-pite Mrs. Stowe's early a.version to preachers-as romantic 
l,ove:rs and despiie the fa,:-i:, that there \Vas little roinahee :ln/her later 
marriage to a preacher., the fact remains that she told the love stories 
.or many_ preachers... Certainly more than half ~r her heroes were preachers,. 
·, and their holy lives detract little from their abilities as lover$~ 
·· The Minister-ta;! Wooin,<;;: was one or Mrs. Stowe's first stories ,1ith a 
prea-cher as 8. romantic lover. In this novel she takes up a problem that 
has:always presented itself' to a young girl when she considers marrying 
· her· minister: does she love him as a wife should or does she only ..respect 
him .fW! his preeminence in spiritual matters? Mary Scudder found this 
problem. even more.puzzling than. the average girl because or her unusual 
zeal in religious matters. The Reverend Dr. H.,, who is probably patterned 
after Calvin Stowe, 1s about forty years -old and very scholarly, but is 
too absorbed in his studies and in his theology to rate very high as a 
romantic lover. But his almost perfect spiritual character makes him an 
idol to his whole congregation, especially to Mary Scudder~ He resides 
in the home with her and her mother, and when he makes it known that he 
desires Mary1 s.J1and in marriage, she agrees to give it;' but the reader 
knows that she wouldn't have if' she had not thought that James Marvyn; her 
childhood sw~theart., had been drowned. 
?.'adding plans are in progress with poor Mar;r, like Harri.et when she 
was married, feeling no emotion.. But Mrs. Stowe remembers her own yearning 
· _ .ft:>l;' ,a Byron-like lov~r am· brir;1.gs J'~mes -back safe .and sound •. · .Now Mary 
must decide, t1het!:ler to keep _her promis.e and marry Dr. R. or fulfill h-er 
childhood .dr~ams and marry her younger lover. The problem is solved b7 
Dr .. H .. himself when he is in.formed by a helpful parishioner that Eary is 
in love with J arnes. L:agnanimousl;y, i;he Doctor calls the ycnmg eoup1e 
. together and 11\li.shes them all of ·the happiness posr.dble. 
But all of Mary's trouble and Dr~ H's heartbreak cot:ld have been 
avoided if Mrs. Scuddt,r had not found him so attractive as a potential 
husband for her {famghter. It was I!Ll:'s. Scudder who arranged the whole 
thing a.fter Dr. lI. had made known his desires.. There was no declaration. 
of· love by the Doctor to Mary, only a formal request. to her mother and a 
formal answer returned afte1" the mother had talked with her daughter. 
Snch endeavors of mothers to secure a prea.chE:,r for a so::1 .. in-law were 
very common.. Sailors and soldiers were m1safe; they might marry a girl 
and live with her only a short time, but preachers eould a.fford no su.ch 
blight on. their moral reputation even if they might desire a divorce. 
But :preachers were not alv,1a.ys so easy to marry, i'or some of them, 
like Arthur St. John in He and QJg: Neighbors, had the Catholic idea that 
a preacher should not marry. He felt thatJ a wife would t,ake too much o:r 
th.at time which should belong to his work and had even gone so far as to 
publish a tract on holy virginity. 
When later he finds himseli' falling in lmre, St. John fights with all 
the po!Ner in his '.Joing against it. If it had:n 1t. been for the fact that 
Angie was such a. good and humble Christian worker, he might have escaped, 
but her kindness to the poverty-stricken children brought "a strange new 
throb uncl.er his surplice.n8 This throb alarmed him to the degree t,hat he 
did not look at Angie for some time. 
St. John dic1 not belong to that class of clergym:m who, on being as-
sured of a settlc"men-t a11d a salary, resolve in a general way to marry and 
g Harriet Beeeher Stowe,~ and~ Neighbors, p. 107. 
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look up a wtte am a cooking-stove at. the same time. In ta-et, ha had some 
·~. ot poetical idefis or a diviner life of p:r-i:G$tly selt~evotion ··ana 
.· . . . . . •. . 
_. .. se:lf-conseoratton in whieh vom.an C!Ul rave no pal."t... He h&l been t"s.aainated 
· · b7 ~~in strains of w:ri ting in some .of the devout Angllcall$ who~ work$ 
furnished roost of the ettttUea of hia library; s.o that far from setting it 
. . . 
.. dqwn in a general T,,,ay th.at he au.st sometime marry, he had; up to this time• 
abap&d . bis idea.!. 0£ lU'e in a coltiirfiey daactior1.. He was a t.rue protestu.\,. 
a member o.f the Episcopalian Church_. but: he 1:tad all.owed vaguel.y t.o f ltJa't 
through· his head 
the idea or· a. celibate guild - a. brotherhood who saould revive. 
in dusty · modern New ?wk. amne of the devout conventual f'ervors 
of the Middle Ages. A aociety at brothers,. living in a rotioo of 
<lai1y devotions and holy ministration,, had been one ot the di.at.ant. 
dreams or hie tutu.re c-loudliil¥1 .. u9. · 
· · There was antither obstacle t~t stood 1n the way of this partieular 
yQmg.preaeher's ~• which also atood in the way of many another preach-
er*$ utrimonial plans. Tho Reverend St:.. John's congregation, especial.17 
the fem,~le part at it, believed that. h~ wow.d be much more sacred· if" he · 
. w~ld · remain s.ingla.. When. Jim lellowa suggests to .. \lice· Ven .11.rsgel.. the 
. . i . . . 
. ' 
possibil1t1ot St. J"ohn*a mareylitg her sistEW, Alice se:ya 
I dcntt think. so .... li'C)r'my ptn't~ I think if' a man, for 
the sake of devoting himself' to the ,church, gives up family 
o&.r(:ls,. ! re-vere:nee him. I like to feel that cw reetm.- ia · . 
-sofllething sacred to the altar ... , .The. vel:'y idea of a -clergy• 
man in a111 o-thEW than sacred relat.ioDa is iUs~gree~ble to me. lO · 
The majority of: the congregation were 1n agreeraent with Allee. · A ho)¥ 
' 
father, in a long black gown, with a eot'd ~round bis waist, and with· a amll 
·and. hour-glass in his cell; is somehow thought to be nearer to lJ.eavea than 
a family man with a market-basket on his .&l"Dl, but lb-;s., Stowe quest.ions the 
9 lf2.U•t P• j7J,., 
10 ~•• P• 101 .. 
validity o:f' this. theory. She says, ttThere may be a's holy and unselfish a 
spirit in the way a market-basket is filled as i.n a week of fasting; and 
the oil of gladness may make the heavenward wheels rv.n more smoothly than 
the spirit of heaviness. u11 
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When St. John rather triumphantly remembers the free assertion of the 
great apostle, nHave we not po-wer to lead about a sister or a wif e,n12 and 
becomes engaged, some of the women of his congregation are furious.. One 
lady says ttt.hat her idol is broken; that she never again shall reverence a 
elergyman, nl.3 and when St .. John and .Angie ta.ke a drive in the park, this 
same lady hides her head so that she will not have to witness the degradation 
of her idol .. 14 But the·reader suspects that the idol would have retained 
his preeminence if he had been marrying the offended lady instead o:r Angie 
Van Arsdel. 
Despite all of the obstacles in bis way, St. John proves that he, like 
all men, has a powerful need for a helpmate. It seems to be Mrs. Stowe's 
purpose in this characterization and in many others to show that preachers 
need raves as much as or more than other men. She has St. John represent 
his profession in 'being completely helploss as far as domestic duties are 
concerned, a characteristic of Mrs. Stowe's own husband, Calvin Stowe .. But 
St. John, it seems, doesn't even have sense enough to take care of his health. 
He is said to be nas ignorant as a child in such matters. He ignores his 
body entirely, and seems determined to work as if ho were a ·spir:i.t and could 
live ou prayer and fa.sting.nl5 
ll .1!2id•, P• 373. 
l2 .ll1iQ. .. , P• 372. 
13 Ibj,d.~ P• 365. 
14 ~., p. ')72 
l5 Ibid., p •. 147 .. 
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But St. John's domestic ignorance and his need for a wife can't 
compare with Parson Ca.rryl's in 11The Minister's Housekeeper11 (1869), the 
short st,ory that :Mrs. Stowe puts into the mouth of Sam Lawson, the village 
do-nothing. This preacher did not even know that a 11 tom-turkey11 wasn't 
supposed to sit on eggs, and when he finds that his "hen-turkeir" has 
been killed, he attempts to force the old male bird to sit on the eggs •. 
The result, of course, is disastrous, and the eggs are finally broken 
aft.er various attempts to force the turkey to sit, such as placing a 
corn-basket over him. All the time, Huldy, the young housekeeper, who 
has probably been consider:i.ng the minister as a potential husband, was 
watching his attempt, trying desperately to suppress a smile. Women, 
Mrs. Stowe impLi.es, knew all about such things, and pl:'eachers were pretty 
helpless without a woman around to work for them wh:i.le they spent their 
time leisurely with their books. 
But Parson Carryl did not want a '\'!rife any worse than the women of 
his parish wanted him. The qualities that make him so desirable as a 
husband are never sa:tisf,:;.ctorily explained, but the fact remains that 
several women wanted him.. One spinster.· in particular, had 11sort of sot 
her eye o.n the Parson for herself,nl6 but she was an unattractive old 
maid, and any reader can see that he belongs to the young and energetic 
Huldy .. 
It :tsn 1t long before Parson Carryl sees tha,t marrying Huldy is the 
-very best plan for hini, especially af'ter he hears that some of his people 
are gossiping about him and Huldy. When Huldy hears som.e of the gossip 
too and is in a rather bad mood about it, Parson Carryl solves every-
thing in a rather romantic way by saying, 11 Ill-natured folks will talk; 
16 Harriet Beecher Stov;e, Oldtown Folks ~ ~· Lawson, II, 280 .. 
but thGre :i.s one way we can stop :Lt, Hu1dy -if you w:U.l marry me. You'll 
make me very happy, and I'll do all I can to make you happy. \V:Ul you1n17 
'.7ell, Dhe does and they are very happy, for Huldy had all of the 11fac-
ultytt that he lacked, and though he was never awnre of all of the uork 
ilwolved, shirt-bosoD;:;i ,;;Gre pleated finer than they ever had been, and 
the ru.f'f'l0s around his wrists were kept like thB driven snow. Thero v'rasn't 
a hole in his silk stockings, nnd his shoe-buckles were always polished, 
and 11then there we.'n't no bread and biscuit like Huldy's; and her but·ter 
was like solid lumps o' golc'.I. nl8 
If 1.,arson Carryl isn 1t as romant:lc as a lover should be, it isn 1t 
that TuLl'.'s~ Stowe couldn't create a romantic preacher. Theophilus 3ewell, 
in~~ .Qf Orr's Island, is as romantic as any pirate who ever wooed 
and won a f"air maiden. He is presented at first as a bachelor living 
quietly with his sister, and nobody suspects any romance in his life, but 
the most romantic thing possible soon develops in connection with his past 
life. .!\. strange and very beautiful dead worns.n . lS one day washed upon a 
neighboring shore with a liv:i.ng child att.:.J.ched to her body. No identifi-
cation is found upon her except a bracelet of he.ir studded thickly with 
emeralds and rubies. But when Mr. :Jewell sees this bracelet, an e:1.'J)ression 
of blank surprise and ::itHrtled recogni tio:n suddenly comes to his face, and 
though f'ew people ever find it, out, the re1;1oer is informecl that this dead 
woman is Dolores, a Spanish girl wit,h whom Mr., Sewell hgs been at one ti.me 
very much in .love,. 
It seems that when this minister wr,s younger he had been the tutor 
in the family of a Spani.P-,rd cHlled Don Jose l.1endoza. Dolores, Don J-ose •s 
17 It~id ... , p. 292. 
18 
:fpjg.' p. 282. 
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.. /! . 
oldest daughter, was one of lJr. Sowell' s students. She respected her. 
tu:t.or v;ery much, and tht~t respect soon ber:ame love-. .No matter how much 
· .. the· yo.mm rsr. Sewell £ought against it, he soon realized that he retu.rnoo 
·. her lo-te, · but, being a man of: honor, he felt that he could 11ot take advan...: 
tage of his position in the house and. make love to His jov.ng student. 
·)ts ·any !'eader \'i!Ould know, his resolve to refrain from 1t1.a:td.n11; love to 
.. nolores did not. take into eonsid.eration the great. powers of the tender. 
· passion. He i.s soon so .far gone that he is willing to declare his love 
in some of the moat passionate words that Mrs. Stowe ever puts into the 
mouth o.t .. a lover .. · nnolores. tt Ile says 9 I do care for ycru more than I do 
for any one in the world; I love· you more than my own soul.ttl9 
But the path of' their love was n<:>t to run smoothly. Dolores was 
promised by her father to a rioh ol.der man, and when she plans to elope 
wi'U.1 lh-.. Sewell,. the plans are discovered, and Don Jose prepares to kill 
the young tu.tor. Dolores warns him in a note; and he escapes in a shtp, 
never to see his love ag.ai.n until she is washed.up on hia own shore, there 
to sleep her final sleep near the only man she has ever laved. r1·~. Sewell., 
true to the pattern of a mourning lover, never marries and 130 becomes a 
self•se.crif'ieing preacher with a deeply buried sorro'l! that is nevor revealed. 
to $n10ne but 'the young son of' Dolores. 
All. of the elements of' pm·e rom:ruiee: are in this love story; a sailor 
or an a..-ri:ly captain would not be eapable of more .. 
A mueh calmer and smo.othor ro.sanca is that of' young Hnrry Percival, 
a young minist,er pictured in, the second volume of 9ld:town Folks. -But, if' 
quieter,- it is: ·no leas .fervent., for Barry is: eapable of as mueh passion 
' . . 
as ever dwelt in the heart of a man... He is described as na poet soul - one 
31 
oi' th&:t rare order to v1hom 




and cc pitchfork in her hnnd., c.mwo just as she was to the door, o:nd 
1ri11en sllo srmr the Parson Uki:m1 of' smi1in' and g0rxt.eel,. JJ.ckin' his lips and 
look:tnt so ,agrecdblo;n24 she asked hir;1 in a VGl":f harcl1 tone what he. vmntcd .• 
20 Efat:J('I'iet, Bizechel ... Storie,. Oldr.o~:fi'} .I?ol!ts :'=l~~! .S:::m1 L'.7:nson, I:t, 86., 
21 Ib:'4d, .. t p.. 8 7 .. 
22 Loe ... ef'l:, ... 
~·~
23 Harriet Beecher S'c.owe, Oldtown I~olkn s~ Sam Larmo!1, 1, 201 .. 
2li ruid .. ., p.. 203., 
. : 'l?his information frightened him so much that he ran down the' steps like 
· ····. Ughtning; it made him very angry also, and he never would, so· much as 
•· speak to Parson Lothrop again. 
·. Another preacher in Ol,g;toJUl Folks whose love affair no one took seri-
. . . 
. . . 
~~sly was the Reverend Mordecai Rossiter. He was tutor of the teen-ag~ 
~ .. 
. ·>:111na, and being a very serious young man, he took his work very much to 
.-,::·,·."::".: '. 
heart.. lie aecepted his charge 11in sacred simplicity, and took a prayerful 
yiew of his young 'Catechumen, whom ••• he hoped to lead through a gradual 
p~ocess te the best of all results. n25 
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}lot long afterward, i.t is discovered, that Parrson Rossiter is an altered 
. . ' ... 
· · ·. ~n·· He has l"eformed many of his little negligeuees in regard to his toiiet 
,which Miss Tina had pointed out to him with the nonchalant freedom or a child. 
:,, . . 
Soon he was overheard ·telling Miss Tina "that she was an a.ngei; and that he 
asJced nothing more of Heaven than to be allowed to follow her lead through 
. l:tre. n26 Miss Tina •s attitude toward this declaration shows the'. opinion 
that some young girls ha.d about pt-eachers as romantic lovers •. 
Mow Miss Tina aeeeptoo this, as she did all other incense·, 
with great satisfaction. Not that she had the slightest idea 
of taking this elumsy-f'ooted theological foll.ower round the 
' world with her; but having the highe,st possible respect .for 
him, ••• she had felt it her "duty to p2,ase him., .. had taxed 
her powers of pleasing to the utmost.. : · . · , ·. · 
··· ··· Another young preacher whose hopes for marriage are blasted by the 
object pf his a.ff eetions is Abner Higgins in ?oganuc People.. Dolly Cushing 
shows so much friendline:ss to him and such interest in his success that he 
· is beguiled into asking for more than she can give. There didn't seem to 
2S Harriet Beecher Stowe, .Oldtown Folks and Sam Lawson, J:I, 12. 
26 Ibisl•i··P• l.4. 
27 .· LIi(• cit~ 
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sr.i.~ b.e;d dre,:"1":ood about.. Tho 1.rc:icht of he:r' £'0,theT• s st.Erl:.emonts tln t "Miggins 
is going "t,o r.1ako om of the lead:i:ng min.isters of the 5ttite11 1!il1d that. llhe 
is a thort,ugl1 scholar and a fin~ ope.aker028 is not onough -to . chnnge Dollyt s 
td.nd,. Sh.e £in'l'!lly marries a boy fron England who i:s not. a member of the 
church that a.lie belongs to c.nd -riho is not so ver;r interested tu religion 
at all., 
. ' 
a -maid~·:'9Jl9 th~h ehe has s~ that a:re not. te.lt?rt. seriously in their 
love aifa:u-.sl the majorH,y· are as .oarne.st and fervent in their 1ove-
.l!U,1king a:s an;y ronunti;;ic lover could be~ As far e.a desirability is eon-
eerned,. there are fe,;1 pro-l'essions tbat .~ out-rank th~ and if ·some 
0£ them are ,veak and, like Cal.vin 5t.01.1e,,. helple$s in dome,t;tie affairs., 
the vrcme.n l.ove them all the r.1ore for w.:n:rt,ing to help tnem.: 
Unlike Mrs* St.m:10, Margaret Deland experionced all of the r-om.ance 
that is su.ppo.aed to go i'Jith love antlrro.rriage,. Her first rueetir.g Yr.i:th the 
~.ndacm.e young Lor-ln Deland prodU.ood love.. As fiho reeords the incident 
in her' autobiograplzy:> the mooting took place at 5:00 P. li. and they tell. in . 
love a.t 9:.)0 • 29 Uat"garet. i;as tald,ng .a vacation at th{.l tin~,, and. one of 
her friends, Emily Deland, had invited her brother to join 'then,. li"ll:"garet•s 
a<t.titude tt.;rvJ'.at'd ~i!J· arrival at the pl.leasure resort :L11 GraJ."ton,, Vermont:, . 
'was expr<.'.'!Ssed to, her friend tlms; nLi-z'?,ie\ i:t".s i:.:he· .D~md mo1llt~yl How'· 
stupid in bhi1. to come.uJO But ilie:r their i'irst eveninf!: together, he 1\ras 
no 1onger a monkey.. His stay Vii. th bis sister fllld her friends lengthened,, 
28 -r,;..,. ·d . p· '!126 ,1.vJ. .~.,, •. ,;J . ·• .~ 
29 Margn:ret Deland, ~o,14en Yestorclcgi:s,. p .. 68. 
30 :Q)i~ • . t p •· 67. 
,,_,•. 
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and each day found him and Margaret a little more in love, but always as 
he was a.bout, to express his love in words, something happened to detain 
him, and his vacation was over and he was gone back to Boston before he had 
told Margaret .of his love. 
But words, it seemed, were not necessary; for when Lorin and l\1argaret 
separated, they realized even more that they were in love; they Weren't 
engaged; they just called it "an understanding," Then one day Lorin came 
to 1:lew York where Margaret was working and brought a diamond ring, and the 
engagement was announced. 
The wedding t,ook place at Margaret, 1 s home in Fairf'ield, Pennslyvania, 
and there was no scarcity of romance or emotion as there had been in the 
ease of Harriet Beecher's wedding. The magic spell of romance was so 
powerfully present in her life at this time that the eighty-year-old Mrs. 
Deland in writing about it shows that she has not forgotten it. 
I remember that the evening bef."ore the day, we wandered 
out to walk in the fragrant dusk by the river - the broad, 
brown, whispering Allegheny, on the bank of which were the 
woods and meadows of Fairfield and the big, hospitable house. We 
didn't talk very much, just walked silently hand in hand, lis• 
tening to the lisp of the river ~,nd uateri..ing the shadows deepen 
under the great trees along the path. Then Lorin said, suddenly; 
ttMa.rgaret,, I would like to die, now, because I have touched the 
sommi t of life f}l 
But fjrs. Deland says that they didn't know the summit until they had 
gone, together, not only through green pas-1:,ures of joy, but through valleys 
.32 of pa.in and fear.· And in going through these experiences together, they 
lost none of that love that they had found that first evening together. 
Lorin lived to be sixty-two years of age with Margaret always by his side. 
When it was discovered that his death was imminent, Ms.rge.ret realized that 
.3l Ib. 'd "'6 ...;2:,_.' P• 'i • 
32 Ibid., PP• 96-7. 
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all of her life was 1Hrapped up in him and in their marriage. She expresses 
· her emotion poignantly in her autobiography when she says, «I kne'l!'l that the 
33 
end of my world was not far off .• 11 
All of' Margaret Deland ls own love story is mirrored in that of Helen 
Jeffrey and John Ward in the novel, .l2m! Ward, Preacher. Though these young 
people are engaged at the beginnj_ng o.f the story, Mrs. Deland takes the 
reader back to their days of courtship briefly. Despite the great barrier 
that their differences in religious belief's had erected between them, their 
love was great enough to surmount it. At the very moment when John realizes 
that Helen is an unbeliever, he also realizes with sudden, passionate tender• 
ness that he loves her. It. was several months, however., before he told 
her because he was struggling vdth his conscience, but lllrs. Deland evidently 
believes that love will find a way, for she allows John to discover a way 
to sa.tisfy his conscience. He decided to marry her with the intention or 
converting her; so love won the day. When he made his decision., he went 
immediately to her home .where his first words to her were "I •ve come to tell 
you I love you.u34 During their engagement his letters were so filled with 
love that there was no room for theology; but he looked forV:a.rd to their 
little home which would be sacred because it would be the gateway to 
heavenfor Helen. 
But, though Helen did not give up her unbelief, their love was always 
the purest and tenderest possible, and when John sent her home because he 
wanted to convert her by their separation, she refused to allow any of her 
folks to say anything against him in her presence. At his death bed and 
after his death, her love remained as deep as it had ever been. 
33 Ibid., P• 350 • 
.34 Margaret Deland, ~ Ffil:g, Preacher, p. 44. 
But Mrs. Deland •s mo.st important preacher ch.:aracteri~tion, Dr. Lavende,. 
' is pietured it-with never a romanee or a love affair that anybody ever heard 
of~,,.3; That didn't,. however, prevent >.ll"s. Deland from including the love 
affairs at s&veral preaehers in these stories in which Dr. Lavend,u, is 
present • 
. :Ill 0 ?he Apotheosis of the Rev. filr. Spanglern a preacher experiences 
. all th~ pangs of a roEntic love affair. This preacher, who is the· titla 
character, isn•t really the type for a romantic hero.. In the £irs:t place 
he is over forty and ha is laq. Even worse t)..1em that, he is describea b:, 
Dr. Lava.ndar aa a m&."l t!1bo would never embarrass his employers with an 
original idea. He also lived, instead o£ a hazardous llie Qn the sea or 
the i'rontie1•, a tranquil life in M~rce:r where hia good cook,, his old friends 
and his, freedom f.'rera sermon•wri ting were enough to make him ·happy .. 
· But Miss Ellen.1 the villages sehoolteaeher, wasn•t young either, and 
wh&11 the Reverend Er. Spangler came to visit her school, she was so interested 
in him that one of her st-udents «skipped to tbe bottom of the page in *Catiline's 
ilapl,·y. 1 .... and she never knew i ~ u36 
Despite Mr. Spangler I s small income and love of ease without domestic 
troubles, and despite hia doubts whether the oelibacy of' the clergy might 
not be a saerament, of grace, his .af.fection r·or 11iiss Ellen grew continually. 
ttReason and sentiment wrestled together in his l.az1 but affectionate heart; 
and then, with a mighty effort,. sentiment eor,quered.n.37 
Misa Ellen out t"or a walk:,. whie:h in Old Chaster always meant a proposal of 
marriage. llµt l111iss Ellen had to refuse the proposal because she had a 
feeble ... minded 'brother who was dependent on her. Her refusal was a blow to 
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the mnister's pr:i.de 1 and he 1nanted to lea.ve Old Chester and forget about 
her, but be couldn't. He finally decided to take the feeble-minded David 
into his home though it would mean undeniable "pinching.n Warmed with this 
self-righteous but tender thought, he $at down, 'then and there, at nearly 
. midnight,. and wrote to P!!iss Ellen. It was a "beautiful letter, full of 
most beautiful sentiments expressed with elegance and gentili t;y .• n38 It 
was a heroic letter that offered marriage to Miss Ellen, and a home to her · 
brother, and M5.ss Ellen read it, thrilling with happiness and love so gree.t 
thc:1t she began her note .of acceptance at once and forgot to ring the school 
bell. 
But something happened .that almost caused the story to end unhappily 
after all. Miss Ellen's brother came home w:i.th. a wife who was incapable of 
supporting herself ... This meant that Miss Ellen must now support both her 
brother and his wife. When Mr~ Spangler received this blow, his lip 
t,rembled, but he held himself very straight and resolved to forget all about 
r.i,iss Ellen. An<1 he would have succeeded, perh:aps, if Dr. Lavendar had not 
stepped in to remind him that he was a man. Piith his usual ingenuity Dr. 
Lavendar figured out a way for them to be married. He secured a job for 
Mr •. Spangler in a religious publication house with a salary large enough 
to suppoft four people, and v1hen Mr. Spangler hesltated to take the job, 
Dr. La:vendar said, "Perhaps, .... Ellen's affections are not very deeply 
engaged? It, will be better so." ttBut they a.rel" says Mr. Spangler.. »I 
assure you tha,t they are! And I - I i'Ia s so happy. n39 Sniff ling and ·trying 
;aib. · 1 '1 .· . . .. l,(:. • .t p... '+ .. 
39 _;tbid • , p. 57. 
to find the pocket in his coattails, the love-sick minister made his 
decision to take the new job and marry Miss Ellen. 11 It means giving up 
my house and my very congenial surroundings," he said, uand I fear Mary 
Ann will feel too old. to accompany me; but with---with Ellen! 1A0 
Unfortunately, not all of Mrs. Deland 's preachers could find a job 
that would pay them enough t,o support a wife. But perhaps Paul Phillips 
in flWhere the Laborers are Few 11 didn't really want a uife. Nevertheless, 
it is certain that poor colorless Jane Jay wanted him, for he was the only 
interesting personality ever to enter her life. Jane had big plans for 
this combination of a one-legged acrobatic performer and preacher of the 
Gospel. She wanted Dr·. Lavendar to ed.ucate him so that he could be the 
minister of one of the churches in her community, and then perhaps 
would need her. But, Dr. Lavendar said that Paul's place was 01:{ the road 
preaching to the poor sinners who wouldn't listen to an educated preacher, 
and so Jane was left out. Very soon she watched this man, who had been 
able to make her so religious that she repented of sins she had never 
committ,ed, disappear down the road. Maybe Paul had never loved her, but 
he had been capable of· inspiring in her a powerful emotion that could only 
be called love. 
But Paul Phillips was not lVlrs. Deland 's only preacher who inspired 
love in the heart of a maiden and then had to be wooed. John Fenn in 
11'l'he Voice" is a young Presbyterian preacher who is deeply ignorant about 
love. Perhaps it is his ignorance that causes Phillipa Roberts to fall in 
love with him as she looks up at his pale, ascetic face while listening to 
him preach. But it is more probable that it was the lmowledge that he 
vms shabby and careworn and needed a. l>',ife to look after him. 
4o Ibid., p •. 58. 
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It wasn 1t that John .J:<'er.m couldn't have had almost :any of the single 
women i:n his congregat.ion. For others of Phillipa.ts sex ftwatched the rapt 
raee there in the pulpit.n4l When .Phillipa thought of that, she blushed, 
for she was ashamed o:f her sex. ''They think they are religious, 11 she said, 
ffbut they are just, in love. n42 This was a problem that John, like all 
.ministers, had to face, and v;hen t,he '\i11"ornen themselves didn't know whether 
their affection was romantic or spiritual, how could he know? 
Another problem that J'ohn had in connection with hi.s romance was 
h:Ls interest in Phillipa ts soul.. Like Helen Jeffrey,. the girl whom John 
We.re loved, .Phillipa was rather skeptical in religious matters, and when 
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· John Fenn· asJc her when she was going to start attending his church, she said, 
"After you. stop caring for my sou1 .. u43 Phillipa was tired of Johnfs 
showing more interest in her soul than he did in her love; she, therefore, 
found a recipe for a. love potion, me.de it, and fed it to the young minister .. 
But it turned. out to be poisonou$, and John barely escaped with his life,. 
While he vms recovering, .:Ph.i..llipa visited him regularly, feeding and caring 
for him. Her ldndness caused his honest artificiality to drop from him, 
and he knew that he was in love. Re knew it when he realizscl that he was: 
not in the least troubled about her soul. But when he asked her to marry 
him, she refused because she felt that ste had poisoned him. With the aid 
of Dr. Lavendar and Dr. Willie Iung, John F'enn was able to convince Phillipa 
that they · should marry. 
But if ,John Fenn was able to solve all his problems and have a happy 
marriaer~, the Reverend William West, in "'Tis Folly to be Wisen was not so 
41 
Margaret Deland, 91:g Chester Da:ys, p. 230. 
42 . . 
Loe. cit. 
43 ~:IkiJi., p .. 245. 
successful. His problems ivere like some of those that John Fenn faced. 
He v1as continually recf'living letters from ladies in his congregation about 
their souls, the 1.mmarried and interesting clergyman knotvs the t;y-pe. Then 
there was the inevitable gossip that gets around about a preacher and 
never serves any good purpose. 
But the most formidable problem that the Reverend William West faced 
and the one that was d:i.sastrous to his romance was one that John Fenn 
never had to face at all. It seemed that about twenty years before, 
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'lJ'Jilliam had forged a check, and though this .forgery had never been discovered, 
he felt 1:ts if he shouB confess his crimca to Amy; girl he was going to 
:marry. The story involved hls de,n.re to please a woman who fascinated 
him.. As he told it to Am:y-, it all sounded. far away as if it could never 
have happened to him. 
I was possessed to marry her. Of course, she would not look 
at me~ a penniless, charity student. But I strained every nerve 
to win her. It was the old ,story. She took my flowers, or 
theatre tickets, or anything I could give her .... I thought, at last, 
that if' I had money I could give her some jewels ••• That was how 
it came about. She took the diamonds, and eloped with a married 
man two days aftervmrds.44 
To Amy this seemed like too much to forgive; she, therefore, broke with 
William and could never be persuad,-:d to consider marrying him again .• 
Someone who saw the Reverend vB'ilH.8.m West's face when he first :l:'ec)dved 
word from Amy that she would not marry him said that he looked tias though 
he died, then and there.,n45 Perhaps he did almost die as far as romance 
was concerned, but not quite. In llThe House of Rimmon" he is pictured 
again as a lover. This tlme the lady is the wido,, of a preacher and is 
a woman whom he admires for her abundant integrity, but perhaps does not 
44 Margaret Deland, Wisdom of Fools, p. 46. 
45 Ibid., p. 53. 
love as he had loved Amy.. i:7hen he decided to ask: the widow for her hand 
in marriage, he resolved to put all thoughts of Amy out of his mind. He 
took a key from his watch cha.in, and opened a little eloset in the side 
of the chimney and took out a box. :E'rom the box, he took some letters, 
a picture, and a crumbling bunch of flowers that looked as though they 
had onee been pansies. After looking at the photograph f.or a long while, 
he bent it_in. his hand and broke it across the middle; then, together 
with all of' the other trophies, he placed it in the fire. 
This matter over and forgotten, ha sat down and wrote to the Widow 
Eaton that his profound respect for her honor and courage was inspiring 
him to ask her to be his wife. There was not a word of romantie love in 
it, only a. lot of practical sense like the following: 
My sincere regard and appreciation have been yours ever since 
I first knew you, and if you will consent to make a home for 
yourself and the children in my house, it will be a h9me for 
me, and yon know :what that will be for a lonely ma.n.4t> 
Despite the fact that there was no romance in this letter, the a112wer was 
said to be all that the most ardent lover could desire. 
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But, successful or unsuccessful, they were good men and romantic, too, 
if they did have problems in their love affairs. '.i'he desire of the women 
parishioners to marry their parson or ·i:;o keep others from marrying him, 
and. the lack of financial means 1:1ere among the things that alm.05t and 
sometimes did drive romance fr,)m their lives. 
However, if no blight,ing influence came to tbxmrt their romance, 
Mrs. Delarn:i's preachers, as a whole, exhibited mor·s fervency in their love 
and more passion in their avor:als of love than did the quieter and more 





The tender and self-sacrificing love that John ar d exhibits is not found 
in any of rs. to 1e 1s preachers , but the re son for its a sence should be 
obvious. s has already been pointed out, ~rs. Sto e never found the 
thrill in her romance that was always present in that of •argaret and Lorin 
Deland . 
CH.ii.P'I'B.11 FOUR 
Preachers in Society 
Probably no Ymman in n:i.neteent.h cent.u.ry .iillle:dcc, was in a better 
posit,ion to understand the place of the preacher in society t:.han was 
Harriet .Beecher Stowe. She ~1as the daughter of a preacher, t,he sister 
of six preachers, the wife of a pr·eacher, and the mot,her of a preacher. 
All of her early social contacts were wi·th the families of prea.chers. 
She knew the life ln a parsonag,::: so well t,hat she has been &ble to give 
some of the most realistic pictures of the nineteenth century p0,rsonage 
that have ever been written. Her deep interest in life at the parsonage 
is shown hy the .fact t,hat it is rather difficult to f'inc1 one of her 
works of fiction that d.oes not have a preacher for one of' the principal 
characters and a parsonage as the center of the social life. 
F'or one who is l:lving in modern times when a preacher is treut,ed 
like any other man, it is difficult to understand the place that the 
preacher;:-; in the Beecher family occupied in the comi,mnit,ies where they 
served.. Lym.an Beecher, Harriet's father, ~1as one of the most, outstanding 
preachers of his day and was looked up to and respected by all of America. 
As president of Lane Theological Seminary in Cincinnati, his house was 
as crowded and bustling as possible, with the coming and going of' stu-
dents, trustees, ministers, and parishioners • .i::.ven the grove of oaks 
and beeches behind his house became a favorite picnicking place for 
the young people of the tmm. 1 There is 1i ttle doubt that this bome was 
the center of' society, and there is no reason to believe that its pop-
1 Catherine Gilbertson, Harriet Beecher Stowe, P• 63. 
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ularity should be attri.buted entirely to the fact that Lyman was pres• 
ident of a college, for his home was always a social center. 
One of the things that helped the preaehers in the Be1:1,cher family 
, to their high place in society was their educational accomplishments. 
Lyman Beeeher was a graduate of Yale Divinity Sehool an.d was a lover or 
.. ql~ssioa.l literature. He could translate Virgil with an enthusia.'3m that 
2 ' 
made passages,. lifeless before, sublime forever; and he- loved to read tbe 
: works of Byron and Scott.. When Lane Theological Seminary was established 
in Cincinnati, its board chose Dr. Beeeher as president because they be-
lieved he was the most prominent, popular and powerful preacher in the 
nation} 
As president of' a college and as one of Americ-a·1s most outstanding 
preachers, it was natural that Lyman Beecher should give his sons good 
educations. Each one of them in turn was sent to a college chosen for its 
educational -and religious standing. Henry Ward Beeeher., who was probably 
Harriet's favorite brother, was educated :first at Amherst and later at 
Lane Theological Seminary. He was destin~ to become evec.n more famous 
than his father~ As mim.ster of the Boston Church, he was t.he idol of 
thousands of religious Amerieans. It is doubtful whether any preacher in 
th~ history of America bas gained. and held as much popularity a:s he did. 
There was also Calvin Stm-ve, hu:sband of Harriet, to influence 
her attitude toward preachers. 11.s one of the teachers at Lane Seminary 
and later at Bowdoin College in fJiaine, he was well recognized among bis 
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. associates., and though never endowed with a strong personality like Harriet's 
father and brothers., he was very learned in both Greek and Hebrew and 
2 . . 
Ibid ... , p .. 19., 
3 Lyman Stowe, Sainte, Sinners !m Beeehers,. P• 56 .. 
could read his Bible as well in these languages as in English. 
With a.:11 their educational and soc.bl merits, tbese preachers that 
rJirs •. Stowe knew and loved were not irery uell off f ins.ncially... Lyman• ;s 
first church paid him three hundred dollars a year, later raised to f'our 
hundred,· and his fire•wood,. 4 Even in those times this salary ,,as inade• 
qua.te for tl1e expenses of a large family. By 1809 he had found it impos-
sible to. support his .family on this salary and served notice on his church 
that u.nless they v:1ould pay his d.ebts amounthig to five hundred dollars 
a11d raise his salacy to five hundred dollars he m:ust leave.5 All this 
time his .family was trying to exist on the meager salary, doing without 
necessities and making over old. clothes. This lack of correspondence 
between social status and financial position is difficult to understand,. 
It must have been a curious survival of the sanctified poverty of the 
mendicant monks of the Middle Ages. 
Though the principal function of the prsachers in Mrs .. Stowets 
family and of the.ones in her environment was still to save souls,. the 
second~ry .f'unctiou of moral cornmuni ty leader and adviser was rapidly 
taking its place. The rev'ival meeting was still a big event, but it 
wa.s more a. revival of m.oral eharti.cter than of spiri tuaL Lyman Beecher 
was particularly fitted for a place as confidential adviser to his 
people because he pos:3essed that elusive quality known as the aoility 
ttto get over with people.fl Descended from a line of blaeksmi ths; he 
was a man among men.. When fishermen wanted a comrade. or children wanted 
a playmate, Lyman was on hand, always bringing into his associations 
his admonitions on the moral and spiritual virtues. 
4 ~., P• 32 .. 
5 ~., p. 37. 
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When we eon.aider the hiE-rh plaee that these preachers .ao well knon 
to wtra. Stowe b.$ld iri their eo, 01munities, it is not surprislng to find 
_-_- that she h.as endowed her fictional preachers with an equally high place. 
- -Ev~ 1n her old age when the place or preachers had declined corusiderabl.J', 
-_- -she pi.etured. Dr. Cushing in Foganuc Pe2wJ.e as the tirs·t .g:-e:otlel;'llan pf the 
eommunity~ ·. I:t is pr-o'bable ·th.~t she wae: showi:nm- a li'latle ·of the atuboorn-
. . : . . : . 
. . 
· neSI.f that is n.11tural to the old by ref using to submit to the eh 'lllg'li:1.g 
wt.en ~h~ says 'that this Dr. Cushing is a crayon sk~tch of llm,-ri~'t' s 
. ··.. '• 
--- father, Ly-man Beecber.6 The similarities b!'.rtween the two man are bot,h 
a limited S\Wy,. Like Lyman hl:':l is the :f'ather of ten children and ia 
atflieted· with all the endless har;;.;ssments of making both enrla meet whieh 
pertain to the lot of a 1)00:i.· oount1·y miuist.er. 
man ern.o-ng me:n and knew hO'W ·to haniU.e all ela.ssc1s.. lSVen the farmertJ 
respected this preacher and .accepted Jdt1 a-s one ai' them, .as is sbo~n by this 
praise trorn a farmer .. 
Farson Cu.shin:-:• s a good :f'tG:·fiie.r bims·:::li'., He ean ttll".n in ill1d 
plow or ho6 or mow, and d-0 as good, i:l.. day'$ work as I ean, -
i~ he does know Lo.tin i!ilJld CJ:•eek; and he ~nd Us' Cuslung 
they eome over anrl visit trou:sr •mong us quite as sociable , 
as with ther.1 town-h11.l folks-.· · 
But Dr. Ctu,ibing• s congregation was not composed of f' armers only.. 1°~ere 
were- a number of' dignified ard r.e::'l.lthy old i'a.15.ilies which :had lo:ng borne 
6 
Gilheirtso-n, SW.• ;i'I,..,, p. 7. 
7 Hm-rlet Beeeher Stofle, Pog-a.lltt'i¢ P§opl~, p .. 67. 
undisputed sway in the vicinity. Such digr.d.taries as the Governor of 
the State, the High Sheriff' of Poganuc County, and a retired New York 
merchant found themselves seated in the pews o.f the Doctor's church on 
,, 
Sunday morni~g. It was rather a delicate role to maintain in holding 
·. in unity the aristocracy and the democracy 'of this parish; "for in those 
days people of well ... born, well-bred families had a certain traditional 
stateliness and punctiliousness which were apt to be considered. as pride 
by the laboring derooeracy .. u8 But Dr .. Cushing was able to act as a media• 
tor between the two groups, and his Louse became the social center tor the 
high and the low all ke. 
Being a social center, this parsonage was never quiet or lonesome. 
It is referred to as a 0 sort of authorized hotel, not only for the min-
isterial brotherhood but for all even remotely eonneeted with the same, 
and all that miseellaneous drift.-wood of hospitality that the eddies o.f 
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life cast ashore. n 7 It was always a nicely-kept place where it was pleasant 
to abide, and the guest chamber was seldom empty. Visitors came un.:mnounoed 
and stayed sometimes for weeks, making the life of the minister's wife one 
of uncertainty and hard work. 
But not all of Mrs. Stowe's preachers had social lives patterned 
after the life at her father 1 s house, where young children were alvmys 
numerous and chaos was always striving with order. Theophilus Sewell, 
from The~ of Orr's 1.§.land, is a bachelor who lives quietly with his 
adoring sister,- .a woman who keeps every article of his clothing in per-
fect order at all times. The home at the Reverend Mr. Sewell was still 
a community eenter but not for boisterous children; it was a rneeti:ng place 
for quiet dignified New England couples to discuss theology with the 
minister over a eup of tea. 
But if the children didn•t eome to Mr. Sewell's parsonage to romp 
and play, they found their way there to study Latin. It seems that this 
preacher "had a certain something of masmeric power in his eyes.which 
~hildren seldom resisted, and when little Ib1ara came to visit him, it was 
not long before .she was upon his k:nee.ulO While she was there, he ex-
plained to her his theory 01· the importance of education. 
The way to be great lies through books, now, and not 
through battles ... There is more done with pens than swords; 
so, if you want to do anything, you must read and study.ll 
With sueh a theory as this, it is not surprising that Mr. Sewell de-
cided to give little Moses Pennel Latin lessons. Later when Mara Pennel 
becomes interested, Mr .. Sewell shows that he believes in educating women 
too, and promptly begins to teach the little girl to read Latin in spite 
of his sister1.s statement tbat fti t is far better for women to be accom-
plished than learnoo.n12 By his own ehoiee this parson becomes a tutor, 
a profe~,sion whieh he had practiced before going into the ministry. 
uUth all his edueation an<i his good Boston social background, Mr. 
Sewell is able to bring himself down to the level of his parishioners 
and beo.ome one of them socially in spite of the barrier which country con-
gregations of'ten erect between themselves and their educated preacher. 
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When the rough old ex-sailor, Captain K:ittridge, suddenly meets this preach• 
. .._ 
er, he begins to apologize for his clothes, but Mr. Sewell eases his mind 
quickly by saying, tiNever mind., Captain, I 1m in my fishing clothes, so 
lO Harriet Beeeher Stowe, The PE?arl ,gt Orr's Island, p. 152 .. 
ll Loe. eit. 
l2 Ibid., P• 169. 
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' \11, along with his tutorir,g alld 
the 
for the benaf'i t ·or 
still more 
ir1 his pur:S.sh '111ere in his handr1:r1ting" and: in tho medical line hlc,i airt.hoz·it.1 
tt,j,&t of fltiss R0"'1.:y,. nl4 a village matron .. 
and in :tts emlting sense of joy 
1> rb· ~ ,,.,, J.S•, 
it'can also be traeed to the hesitancy of the !leW generation to saerifiee 
financial ·ilm material gain tor the saorifieia.l llf'e of a miuisteT .. 
gequ&l to that novel, 3 a11d .Q,E Neighl)Qa'§, proves that some young mea a:ro 
'Still willi~ to fast on Friday and st&y at heme on Saturday night.. The 
. ' ' 
!ollo,nng bH, of description plae;:.)a the Reverond Arthur St.. John in that 
elass of men., nm1 almost exti:net ::;.nd nwar really nUf.l.erous, who insis.t 
Jie could not think of retaining for himself an indulg:e:rwe: 
or a lWtm7 ... ,..fwd his .study, consequently, was furnished 
in the ascetic rather than the esthetie style. I·ts c.nly orna-
ments were devotional pictures of a severe tll8i.1iaeva1 type and 
the books or a well-assorted library .. :here was 110 c.arpetJ 
there were no lounging eh.air·s er sof'aa, of ease .. 16 
When some of his friends want to eni~ee him in their social parties, they 
decide that they will not ask him to eome as an indulgence to hirns$li', tor· 
they at'& a.ware that he would never engage in any such thing, but they 
make him see his social participation a& a gr.,od hard duty" l7 
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the fact. that all this contriving was necessary to get l$t. John to 
take pa.rt in the social life ot ·the community shows that he was .defieient 
in the social graces. This elergyman, like many anoth~r ardent and sincere 
young preaeher, had underta.ken to be a shepherd of souls with m.ore 
knowledge on wests poS:3ible subject than the nature of the men and women 
he was to guide. He might have been a social leader, but "a fastidious 
taste, scholarly habits, ~ .. nd great sensitiveness,. hail kept him out of 
society during all of bis eollegiate days. 018 Bis lii'e bad been mueh like 
16 P£J.:rriet Beecher Stowe, .Ii &nd Our l~e:tghbors, P• 108. 
i1 r.~~1u., p .. J.41,. 
18 jb~4 .. , p., 109. 
°1.;ha:t of a devout monk, and he knew lit~tle of mankind, except the sick and 
decrepit women, whom he :freely visited. One of his parishioners, one 
I don •t ·oelieve he h.:i.s ever been into general society e.t all; 
he ought, to ·the talk of his day - he talks and £'eels and 
·tbinks more in the past than, the present; he's all the while 
trying to restore an ideal age of reverence and devotion, but 
he ought to know the real age he lives in.19 
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K11owlng that St. John needs some social life, thi.s ent.erprising woman c1eeides 
to have a regular '\fieekly part,y and insist upon his regular attendance. 
When she approaches him wlth a request for him to attend, be says, 11 Indeed, 
Mrs. Henderson, I have no·t. the leust social tact. My splH?.l'e doesn tt lie 
20 at a.11 in that di.rection .... I have no taste for general society.fl 
After Mrs* Henderson convinces him that it is selfish to consider 
his ovm tastes, St. ,Tohn decides that he must start attending the parties. 
:But being a New Engla."ld Puri tan, with all those habits of reticence which 
go along wit,h fUJ."'its.nism, he was hesitant about engaging in the lif'e of a 
par-t. In his role of' autho:d·tat.ive teachel" and divinely appointedi rn.s.ster, 
he seemed to reel surrounded by a c0rta:Ln sacred atraos;phere that shielded 
him from criticism. But to come out in societ,y as modern preachers do now 
and mingle in society as man with man, to lay aside the priest and be 011ly 
the gentleman, appeared on near approach a severe undertaking. But, when he 
f'orced himself to participate in the nocia.l life, he found that he had an 
abundance of' social talent. His gift for conversation and his talent .f'o1" 
singing soon came into play, and he was the life ot the party in a. short 
time. But he did not reach the top in social life until be was married to 
the bright lit,tle Al1gie Van .il.rsdel. Af'ter that step was taken, Mrs. Henderson 
"(' 
.t:J ~ .. , P• 141. 
20 I 1 • ... 15r.: ~.. , P• :.h 
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writes to a friend that 11he is ao gracious, so genial, and so entertaining, 
he is like a rock in June, all bursting out with anemones and columbines 
21 in eveey rift. n 
Thus it is shown that St. John was capable of being su.ccessf'ul as 
a social figure when he was convinced that it was his duty to do so, but 
it is also shown that he could sacrifice all of the pleasures of social 
life if he eonsiderad them self-indulg13nce. It is probable that i'Jlrs. 
Stowe admires most in her prea.chers this willingness to sacrifice worldly 
things for spiritual ones, for a life of ease and a social position held 
by compromising rather than sacrificing is always frowned upon by this 
daughter of Lyman Beecher. 
The book in which she contrasts the wealthy comfortable preacher and 
the poverty-stricken one in the most st,rild..ng manner'is Dred. The poor 
one,. known as Father Diekson, has retained his uncompromising integrity 
at the price of worldly comfort.. He is pictured as he rides alone the 
forest path as one who is praying for his daily bread because he and his 
wife and children are on the verge of starvation .. Then the scene shifts 
immediately to the weak and compromising Dr •. Cushing22 in the abundant. 
comforts of his home .. But here Mrs. Stowe says that Dr. Cushing might 
have envied father Dickson in his desertion and poverty for peace seldom 
visited him. He was struggling wearily worried by confusing accusations 
of eonscience.23 
Along wlth their self•sacrifice, preachers should be old-fashioned., 
21 TT'hb-'l-'l• ,;i i' I t.3 ~., P• .i+V ... 
22 Mrs. Stowe showed an unusual preference for tbe name, Dr. Cashing. 
She gives it to three differently characterized preachers in three separate 
novels. 
23 Harriet Beecher Stowe, ~, II, 253. 
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U1ought Mrs. Stowe. She believed that it vms best for them to retain ·the 
social position that had prevailed during he:r younger years, but she real-
ized that her belief could not prcNent the inevitable change that t7as turn-
ing ti1e })!'"ea.ch.er VJi th. liis ltinf~ b-lack fr-ock_, .hls tall hat,. Etnd b.is 1:1hi te 
wig into a man that co,.:ld not be distinguished from the common man on the 
streets. She ws.s not one to place obstacles in the path of progress; she 
therafore recognized the change and created in Old Town I1'olks several 
preachers t.o embody the change. Logically sb.e began with the olcJ. ... fashioned 
preacher that she had known and loved in her youth. The Reverend Mr. 
Lothrop is of that class and is described t.lms: 
Our minister~ •• was one of the cleanest, most gentlemanly, 
most well bred of men, - never appearing without the decorums 
of silk stockings, shining knee and shoe buckles, r,ell-fo~ushed 
shoes, immaculately powdered wig, out of which shone his clear, 
calm, .serious f'a.ee, like the moon out of a f'leecy clou.a..24 
A ma.n such as thls was the most vivid image of respectability and majesty 
which a person in a Massachusetts village in the early days could imagine. 
'rhe Reverend ID.Ir .• Lothrop had come of a good ministerial blood for genera-
tions back. destination had ahmys been for the pulpit;, and t7hen he 
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found that, the minister 1 s salary was re.ther low, he married a wealthy widow. 
The Reverend and Mrs. Lothrop YJere considered the temporal and spirit-
ual superio1~s of everybody in the parish. 11Parson Lothr·op, u says ffrs .. 
Stowe, nwas so calrtly av,ful in his sense of his mm position and s:uthority, 
that it would have been a sight uorth seeing to witness any of his parish eom-
ing to him •. u with suggestions and a.dmonitions .. n25 
This parson must have felt within his veins the traditional promptings 
of a far-off ancestry of church and king, for he "relished with a calm 
24. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Old town Folks, I, 3. 
25 Ib.d .......4.-•1 p .. 9 • 
delight a so:lemn trot to the meeting-house behind a pair of fat, decorous 
old family horses, with a black coachman in livery on the box, 1126 and when 
one of' his people knocked at his door, it was opened by a stately black 
servant, ·who 11had about, him an indistinct and yet perceptible atmosphere 
of ministerial gravity and dign:i.ty, looking like a black doctor of divin-
ity.tl'2:/ 
But this high place in society was destined to melt, away, leaving 
the preacher to rise or fall according to his own merit. Mrs., Stowe 
pictures one more old-fashioned minister in Oldtown Folks and calls him 
the last of' his race. The Reverend Dr. Stern, who was all that his narae 
implies, lived to an extreme old age and 11wa.s the last of the New England 
28 · ministers who preserved the old clerical dress of the theouracy. 11 Long 
after the cocked hat and small-clothes, silk: stockings and shoehuckles 
had ce[ised to appear i.n modern life, his venerable figure, thus appareled, 
walked the ways of modern men. 
He was ala<;> the last of the New England ministers to claim for him-
self that peculiar position as God 1 s ambassador which was a reality in 
the minds oi the whole early Puritan community. To extrema old age, his 
word was law in his parish, and he calmly and positively felt. that. it 
should be so. In time, his gray hairs, his fine figure, and his quai!lt 
costume came to be regarded with the sort, oi" appreciation that ever'j one 
gives to monuments of the pa.st. 
With tb.e passing of Dr. LotJ:i.rop and Dr. Stern, a new 't,y-pe of preacher 
26 Loe. ill• 
27 r·b·"' 10 --l:9.•• ll• • 
2S I" ·a 4-:id ....Q.!_•, P• ...,o •. 
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came to guide the flocks of Mew England. Mr. Avery, in the second volume 
of Oldt>own ~' is one of this type. He is pict.ured as 11a chee:d'ul, · 
busy, manly ma.11, who passed himself among men as a companion and fellow-
ci tizen, vJhose word on any subject was t,o go only as i'ur as its ow1 weight 
?Q 
and momentum should carry it,~11"'" His preaching is said to be ua stri!dng 
JO 
. contrast to the elegant Addisonian essays of Parson Lothrop. 11 r-~ was a 
vehement address to the intelligence a11d reasoning powers of the congrega• 
·tion, an address ma.de powerful by a back force 0£ burning enthusiasm .• 
i\i.lr,. Avery was also po,~ierful in another way. Like Dr. Cushing of 
Poga.nuc Peopl~ and like lVirs.. Stowers father, he was able to associate with 
his people as one of ·them. His e1rtraordinary abilities along this line are 
carefully explained• 
With boys he was a boy, - a boy in the vigor of' his 
animal life, his keen delight, in :riding, hunting, fishing. 
lUth farmers he was a farmer. Brought up on a .farm, familiar 
during all his early days with its wholesome toils, he still 
had a farmer's eye a:nd a farmer's estimates., and the world.ng ·:q 
people felt him bone of their borte; and flesh of t,heir .flesh .. J-
'I'he above description repr0sents the :hlea1 preacher that became pop ... 
ula:c in Mrs. StoY:e•s. ·!:,ime~ one that left his pedestal and came down to 
assoeia:te with the men and women that he wanted to save .. 
But, -though the social position, of pree.ehers had changed, Mrs. Stowe 
has portrayed both the old and t,he new type and has pictured the passing 
of the older type.. Old or new, however, she has given all of her preachers 
a high place in society because she patterned afi~er the men :tn her 
family were at the top rung oJ: the social ladder and whose personalities 
20 
./ Harriet Beechr~r Stowe, Oldtown Folks, II, 58. 
JO 
~. cit .. 
:3l Ibid., P• 66. 
were such that few preacher1:.1 even up to modern times have gained the 
popularity that they did. 
· Mrs. Deland 1 s preachers also had a high place :in society., but for a 
slightly different reason than rcrrs. Stowets. Though Mrs. Stowe was aware 
of the trend toward judging a preacher by his personal merit only, 
some of her preachers were still respected for their "hel1-f'ire11 preacli..ing. 
~11rs. Dele.nd' s preachers are never respected for anything except their 
ability to better the community in which they live. Dr;. Lavendar, the old 
Episcopalian minist~r who appears in the majority of FJ1:rs .• Deland ts tales, 
is a good example or a preacher whose popularity depends on his ability. 
In reading Mrs. Deland •s autobiog1•aphy, it is easy to discover the . 
men from whom she derived the characterization of Dr. Lavend!.ar. Lorin 
Deland, her husband, is the most important one, and though he was not a 
minister., he had many of the characteristics of a. preacher, and wa.s inter ... 
ested in doing the tasks that are usually assigned to a preacher. For 
example, when he noticed painted women in the slums beckoning to strange 
men as·they passed by, he was interested in what sent these women down to 
the gut·l;er · and in a way of preventing others from going to the same place. 
He believed 11that when it comes to holding a woman back from the gutter, 
· i a ba1Jy's hand might be the strongest thing on eart11.n32 This idea uas 
later developed by Marga:cet and him, and many unmarried girls with babies 
in their arms found their way to the old su.rp1y house that Margaret and 
Lorin had rented for the purpose of helping these .,girls. The girls stayed 
there until a j oh wa:s secured f'or them such that they could earn enough · 
to keep their babies with them. Securing this job was a difficult task. 
Lorin believed that the people who hired these girls should be the right 
32 !uargaret Deland, Golden Yesterdays, p .. 136. 
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ld1ld; he, therefore,, dema1'.ll.'led that they giva references.. He s.ud that 
far their references tlie:y should give the 11,:11-:ae 0:£ ·t.heir minister and 
tt:tf they donl't. have ~v, tha",r are not ·the sor:t you '.vJant,.nS.3 
Thus Lorin Deland, vmo r;as a hig.,hly su.ccessi'ul business 1uan, took 
t:1.b1e t.o do the work of a 11:i.nister., He also realizGd t,11e value of a 
Dr. Le::vemar, 'iims J3oston1 ,s nJ.ost, belovied preach(::r~ . Ue had on il.is heart 
~,1 
th1,;; 11burde11 of wasted lives,0"'4 and. trl"len Lorin asked him "t,o givo som0 
ward and looking ··UJ? at the m:rm ca the p1atfo::rm, cts 1.! to eatch evsrJ 
':lr.:'. 
-,,ord that ec1me l"ll.shing i'r0111 h..i.s lips .u,...:;, 
Thu.s thrctagh l.t~ga:ret and Lorln I)e1,;,'1tlcl, the n.scum of B:0sto:a!l and the 
el:i.:b~ in their fine clothes, all learned t.o love }'hillips Brooks.1. ·and D.:t 
his i"uner2:J.. they vr~re au there, thousa~s of' them.. '.tars~ Delav.d. der:icr:thes 
t,ltem a:m they %raited for his eoi'fin to he ea:rr:ted into the chureJ1, D.$ tta 
great concolllt'se, 11a5.ting !or the lll£JJl 1,1ho had ht;ilped t'.hem. to livc .. n36 
33 . t. . .. f::,' Il;lJ.d.,. p ... l;;i5 .. 
.34 ;!bid ... , p. 196. 
35 tpi4., ,. 19.9,. 
.36 lial·ira:ret Del.and,_ 0 Phillips B:roo1tS1lt A~}antif .J&p;rt;:J~,. CLXVI 
(July, 1940), 37 .• 
· preache.r characterizations but had especially the characteristics whieh ab;e . 
' ' ' 
gave to Dr. Lavendar: .. However, into DI'. .. tavendar's character went also 
other elements... Mrs. Deland says of' him 
A clergyman came into many of these stories, whom I thought 
or as looking like Old Dr. l?reston, of St .. Andrew• z Church in .· 
Pittsburgh.. -And, as the personality developed, he displayed 
traits of Unc:l.e Campbell, the old Dutch Reformed minis:ter o-f 
. Ne-v1 Brunswick, who had approved of John Ward.. Oceasiona.J,ly I 
-:. borrowed a little of' Lorin's salt and pepper wit, to pu,t :into· 
· !lis mouth. !n the story called flGood for the. Soul, 11 he. ~§id-~ 
· me think of .Phillips Brooks • .37 · . · · 
, ' But Doctor Lavelida:r, though he originated from the men Mrs. Deland 
. knew.' came to have a personality or his own, a powerful personality that' 
: ha.a:'ereated for him a domin~nt place in Old Chester, the viliage Where he 
lived and served. His position there was made up or many responsibilities. 
the least of which was his Sunday morni.ng sermon •. 
'l'o young and old lovers a.like,. he was the man who always had a solution 
. for their problems and who was almi.ys willing to pave the way for a happy 
marriage. In flThe Promises of Dorotheatt (l.898) he shocked everybody in 
t.be neighborhood by aiding the poor timid Dorothea F~rris to·-~lope'with 
. ·' . ·. :-
.Oscar• King. 'In fa.et, it was he who had suggested that som~body should 
urun off with her" because her old•maid aunts were "sucking the lite out 
' . 
· of he:r., ~.38 
Old lovers, t.oo, founa Dr .. Lavendar helpful. ·• In ttAn Encore" (1937), 
old Alfred Price wants to marry Mrs. Letty North,. with whom he had attempted 
to elope when they were young. Being stopped by their parents, they had 
separated wid had each married someone else; now that their respective 
helpmate.ta had died, they wanted to get married., but each of them had 
37 Marga.re\ Deland, Golden Yesterdays, P• .316 • 
.3S Margaret Deland, Old Chester Ta:les, p. 12 .. 
ehi.l.dren who thought that marriage f'or old people was foolish. Dr. 
Lavendar didn*t agree with the children, and. when he saw the old couple 
riding along in a carriage, he sugges;ted that they get out. right there 
and go into a nearby park where he would marry them.. They did as he 
suggested; Dr.. Lavel)dar had helped solve another of the numerous love 
problems with which he came in contact~ 
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Besides his aid to puzzled love:r.s, Dr .. Lavendar was a friend to sinners, 
aspeeially those who had a sin in their pa.st and wanted to forget it and 
begin a new· lffe. In The Avliakening .Qf. Helena. Richie,. he deals'With t,he 
problem of a woman who has lived with a m~.rried man, and as a result has 
disillusioned young Sam Wright, who loved her, ea.using him to comnrl. t 
suicide. This woman, Helena Richie, now wanted to adopt little tavid 
Allison whom she had gro\i1n t,o · love while he stayed with her in her home. 
But Dr. Lavendar thought she needed to learn a lesson first,; he therefore 
made her admit that she was a sinner and not worthy of David and convinced 
her that she would have to give him u:p. When she is completely humbled, 
he allows her to take David, and remarks to Dr. "tUllie lung, 11There are 
some good folks who don 1t begin to know their Heavenly Father, as the 
sinner does v,ho climbed up to Him out of the gutter.11.39 
Elizabeth Day in 11Good for the Sou111 (189S) was another sinner who 
came to Dr .• Lavenda.r for advice. She had sinned in her past life and 
was worried now about whether she should tell her husband a.bout it. Dr. 
Lave.ndar advi.ses her to keep her sec.ret because her desire to tell her 
husband is the result of her· seli~ish interest in. unburdening her soul at 
the expe11se o'f: her husband ts suffering.. Elizabeth goes back to her hus-
band ready to suffer for her own sin and anxious to wi'thold the knowledge 
. 39 ~rgaret Deland, The Awakening ..Qi Helena Richie, p. 347. 
of her sin from her husband in order to prevent his suffering. 
But, if the sinner was not making a.n obvious attempt to change his 
life, Dr. Lavendar was not so helpful. The unmarried Mary Dean in 11The 
. . 
Child's Mothertt (1898) had left her ba·by with Dr. Lavendar and had asked 
ltlm to .find. it a home.. After Dr. Lavendar had given the baby to Rachel 
King and she had ·become a tta.ched to it, L1ary Dean returned with a husband 
to claim her daughter. Dr. La:vendar didn't iimnt mary to have the child, 
and when he found that she had lied to her husband, telling him that the 
child belonged to her sister, he knew that he would not give her the child 
even though she ,1as its real mother. 
Even more important than his aid to lovers and sin..r:1ers is Dr. Laven-
dar' s aid to suff.erers.. In HThe Stuffed-Animal House 11 he is called to 
the home of the dying Miss Harriet, who is suf'f ering a great deal and 
who is proving a difficult case because of her intense impatience with 
suffering. When she tells Dr. Lavendar that she has nothing more to do 
in life, he says that she does have something to do and that something 
is to 11make it as ea.sy as possible f'or those that stand by. n40 The old 
woman is convinced, and from that moment endures her suffering in silence .. 
With all of Dr. Lavendar 1 s good advice, he s~metimes seems to be 
recommending things that are not ethical. When Miss Harriet I s suffering 
becomes worse, and her feeble-minded sister gives her an overdose of 
sleeping powder to end her suf'fering, Dr. Lavenda.r shields the poor girl 
from the law by warning her not to tell anyone what she has done. ~..,,gain 
in °Ths Note11 (1903) Dr. Lavendar burns a note left in his possession by 
his dying friend, John Gordon, because he kt,ows that John Gordon 1 s son, 
Alexander, will use t,he note to persecute the one who owes the debt. 
·o 4 Margaret Deland, J.k. Lq;v:endar• s People, p .• 361. 
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Then Dr •. Lavendar writes a letter to Alexander, telling. him that he owes 
his father's estate a certain amount and encloses the amount of money 
1~entioned on the note that has been burned.. It is evident that Dr. 
Lavendar believes in lying whan it will keep someone from suffering, for 
he didn't rea.lly owe any money to J'ohn Gordon's estate, but it is also 
. . ,. 
· ··· ··. evident that his conscience was strong enough to force him to send the 
..... money to Alexander Gordon. 
These are only examples of a great many stories wherein Dr • .tavendar 
gives advice and helps his people in every possible way. These. people 
in Old Chester .found themselves loving Dr .. Lavendar just a.s ~Irs .. Deland 
had learned to love Phillips Brooks.. Dr. La.vendar was the minister who 
had married th.em, and baptize.d some of them; they liked to llha.ve him 
rejoice with them, and advise them, and weep with.them beside their 
open graves,»41 an4.Dr. Lavendar was always willing. 
Near Dr .. La.vendar•s little village of Old Chester, there was a 
thriving business town called rile:reer. The Episcopalian minister there, 
one VJilliam West, is the hero of two consecutive stories,. n •Tis Folly to 
be Wise" and "The House of Rimrnon .. n The Reverend William 'West is described 
as a gentleman F.tnd a scholar, and a friend says of him. that 11 there is no 
ma.t1 in Mercer who has the inf luenoe that he has. 042 Some of his importance 
is shown by the piles of" preser.1.ts that pour in when his engageillfmt is 
announced. .Again his popularity is shown when he desires to be alone and 
can't empty his library of people until midnight. It is also shown by 
Mercer• s u.'lusua.l amount of interest in his broken engagement; it was said 
that the town •tseethed and bubbled, and made itself wildly ludicrou.an43 
41 Margaret Deland, fil4 Chester Tales, p • .3. 
42 Margaret Deland, 't'.iisdom 2!: Fools, p •. 12. 
43 Ibid., p. 59~ 
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over the news. 
After Mr. '!!'Jestt,3 plans for marriage are ruined, he takes a deep and 
passionate hold upon affairs such ,,:.s 11 the conditions of labor., the hideous 
problems of vice; the reforme.t,:lon ,of the sorcl:Lc. politics of t,he small city 
in which he livea.1144 These viere the tasks that kept s. prca.che1· busy in 
.those days. In llThe House of Rimmon" the particular thing that occupies 
the most of t,he Reverend '?illiar~1 ~:est' s time is relief soc:leties for the 
strikers. 
The strike situation, which is a. disagreement between classes, makes 
Mr .. West wonder just what class he should favor. Preachers were usually 
thought of as belonging to the upper classes, but Christ consor·ted with the 
lowly. The location of the Reverend William West I s home shor.1s the :middle 
position that he 1.1anted to take in the disagreement. He didn't live in the 
new part of fiercer, with its expensive homes, nor yet in the old part,, 
which was ch.arming and dignified, but ttin the middle section, ne.:,r the rows 
of rotten and tumbling tenements, and within a stone's throw of' bleak and 
hideous brick blocks, known as company boardinghouses. 1145 IThen the question 
of the strike is brought to him,, Mr. West at :t'irst tries to avoid Lydia 
Eato11.'s question of who is to blame.. He says, "It isn't any one man's 
fault. It seems strange, but the weat.her in India may be the reason we are 
all so wretched in Mercer. 1146 The reader may believe for a time that Mr. 
West is compromising his belief's in order to stay on the side of the wealthy., 
but he shows that he can preserve his integrity when he r.efuses the rich 
Jfll*s. Blair• s request that he persuade Lydia Eaton to quit her job and go 
44 Ibid., 
45 Ibid., 
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truth was that Dr,. Howe was more interested in politics than he was in 
. religion. He had a political candidate that he worked for, and ha read 
the accounts of this man•s actions in the newspapers with intense interest 
and with many exelamationsof' pleasure O!' disgust. He hsd no respect for 
anyone who could think other than the way h.e did about politics, but he 
didn't mind at all if Helen Jeffrey, whom he had reared, married the Px•es-
byterian John Ward. 
But John Ward was not Uke the man who. had reared his v1ife. His 
i'ierce integrity controlled all his actions and ~arned :f'or h:i.m the respact 
of his who1e neighborhood.. Mrs. Deland says ttlUl Lockhaven loved and 
. feared John Ward, tt~>O and proceeds to prove it. by showing the attitude of 
d:r,ounkards when they saw John coming. They at.tempted to hide the bottle, 
and when John rebuked them, i;hey were humbled and resolved never to drink 
any more. The attitude of John•s community toward him is shown again 
wheti the children walk with .him in the field to pick flowers and learn 
to love him .. 
The major! t.y of Mrs •. DelaniP s other prea,chers are in the stories with 
Dr .. La.vendar whose place in society has already been discussed. The ease 
of Paul .Phillips, hovrever, should be mentioned since it is quite unusual 
and does bring to light one of the problems faced by preachers because of 
. their high place in society.. Paul was a crippled circus performer who also 
preached to his audiences, whieh were ma.de up of every class of people; . 
even the saloon keepers in the saloons where Paul performed listened to his 
sermons. But Paul was not satisfied with bis humble life. He wanted an 
Elducati.on so that he eould have a chureh ttw:J.th nfoe. red cushions,1t51 so 
50 .. . .Ibid•, P• 1,46. 
51 
Margaret Deland, filg, Chester Tales, p. 246. 
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that he could dress in a surplice, and so that he could talk diff.erently 
and not say "ain*t.,ff But when he ask Dr. Lavendar to help h:l..m with an 
education, the kind old man.informed hirn that all he needed to know was 
bis Alaster., He told Paul that he he,,-1 a congregation which most ministers 
·would give anything to have, a. congregation made up or the people who 
would not attend churches. "Who would listen to me if I went into Van 
·. 'Ho_rn's [saloon] and talked to them?tt ask Dr. Lavender. "Not one! They•d 
. ·. . . . . . 
sll~.k out the back door. And. I can't get 'em into· my church though I've 
' .·' ' ' ' :52 got the red cushions .. « Paul recognizes this handicap that the preaehe-r 
who has a high plaqe in society must faee; and stllrts out on the road to· 
preach to the humble or the earth. 
But Paul is the only one or all Mrs,. Deland •s preachers whose place in 
society is not high. The others have almost inevitably won their pla.ee with 
the:i.;1." unusual personalities which make them, like Phillips Brooks, able to 
show men how to live. 
Thus Mrs., Deland's m.inisters have become resigned to the task of making 
their orm. pl.ace in society and not depending upon the public interest in re-
ligion to make it for them. l!any of l1rs. Stowe's preachers also exhibit 
the same resignation, but Mrs. Stowe could still remember the days when the 
·. long-frocked minister was both spiritual and social loader er the community; 
' ' ' . . 
. and her characterizations of Dr .. Cushing in Pog-a:nuc People and Dr .. · Lothrop 
in Olgtown Foj.ira $hmv the result of her memories, for these men scarcely 
had a parishioner whose social status equalled their own .. ·Actually Mrs. 
. ' 
Stowe created both the old and the new type of preacher, and in these men 
she embodied the change that was tald.ng place in the social position of the 
Americ~n preach0x-, a change that Mrs •. Deland, writing in the fo.st fourth ~ 
52 Ibid·., P• 261. 
the nineteenth century, Jme only as social history and, therefore, did 
not incorporate into her preacher characterizations . 
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CHAP1'ER 1''IVE 
Significance of' ·tho Preacher Ch,,,racterizations 
f1lthough Mrs. Stowe is best, known today for her propaganda nrnrel, 
· Upgle Tom ts ,;J.\;';}.0&, (1852} as ;,: C'..;;· ,~.a this stucty is concerned, she should 
, .. ·' 
. be iuenti:fied, along with Margaret Deland, as a member of' the local-color 
..... ·.··--. 
· movement in America. "Local co:1,o;r is one type of realism, if real.ism be 
defined as a g.raphic delineation of actual life., 111 It is a. literature 
which portrays life true to the native scene in various sections .of tha 
country; therefore, an accurate setting becomes a vory important part 
of all local color stories, and characters who are convincing even if' 
somewhat typical are a necessity. Local color writers usually do their 
work in the field of the short story, but since Mrs. Stowe and f.lrs. 
Deland were both interested in v,riting novels, they produced a.. kind of 
regional novel 't1hich., as the descendant of the local color short s·tory, 
retains much of the local flavor but broadens out to include the realm of 
human values. 
Being thus a part of these movements which emphasized authenticity 
in their portrayals of life and realizing the public's demand for this 
type of literature., Mrs. Stowe and Mrs. Deland could not afford to inject 
into their preacher characterizations anything that they did not know to 
be perfectly true. They were faced with the task o~ observing life and 
painting with words that which they had observed. In her preface to 
Oldtown 'folks, Mrs. Stowe says, 17M'y object is to interpret to the world 
the New England life and character in that particular time of its history 
1 Harry Warfel and Harrison Oriana, American Local Color Stories, 
"introduction, 11 p. x. 
I desire that you. should see the e"har:acteristie person.a 
of tbo.se times, ~nd hear t!1em talk ..... My sttldieiJ for this 
objeet have been :Pre-llaphaell te. • takell from real characters, 
re,~il ineldents.. ..!l.nd sou.10 o.£ those things in the ctoey whieh 
mey .appear most romantio and like .t'ietion are mmple renderings 
and appl.1.cations of faeta.3 
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That. I.iargaret: Deland tollowod the same proeoo.'ure is sbow-.n by her atatem.ent 
in the foreword ·written for her volumG of short .stories oall.ed Old Cl}este,: 
Daya, (19.37) where ahe spooks· of fPI·• Lavendar as tta ccw .• pos1te of Phil.lips. 
Broe.ks, Dr. William Campbell ot' Rtttgers College, and my own young husbam.tt.4 
Since the lives m' these two novelif3ts. taken to1Cther, span almost 
the: whole of the nineteenth contuey and since they were so ta.ithful in their 
reproo:uotiona of· that century's oultur:e, th& student. of social life can 
find 1n their works an a~eurc.te picture ·of life in the n:i.nateenth eenturf;• 
.rtro;. stowe, especially, knew New England. She know the siahts: and sounds 
ot the New Imglo.nd sea•eo!ist village, the well-ordered household kept tidy 
by the mist.rees*e own W1!nds, the domestic :ritual of tea-drinking, the oeaa• 
s1onal qullting...part3r,, the aobriat:.1 Q;f the daily llie of people who reg~-
ed everything 1n ref.erenee to ·eternit;f• She knew, too, the constant dis-
cussion Gt' religion in a region uhere devotion was doctrirml and not ritaal,-
am the respeet accorded the minister as long as he made no attempt to show 
Cowie ri~htly eums up her aehieveme:nt in. the social field by saying t~t 
she lef't a record .of a way of life of the first impo:i: .. tanee to the social 
historian .. 5 
2 ~!et Beecher Stowe, Oldtm,n foJ.k;§, I,. "Au:thor•s Preface, n xxi .. 
. 3 .l!?.W.•1 PP• n - xxi:i. .. 
4 Margaret Deland,~ Qhe&kt ~.t 1'1orewora,n P• .x., 
S Alexander Cowie,, The lwl.i ;2t ~. 4muieao. N0,J.,. · p.,., 457. 
l:1Irs. Deland •s contribution to social h:l.sto:ry is he1~ picture of' the 
typical Permsylvania ·Lown in the nineteenth century. Ma.ncheswr, where she 
lived with her au.11t for sixteen years, becomes Old Chester in her fiction.. 
It is situated near Pit.tsburgh, the Mercer of the stories.. In t,he days 
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of whieh Mrs. Deland writes, Manchester was a village o.f eoIT'£orta.ble houses, 
old fashioned gardens and green hills that slope down to the Ohio River. 
As Old Chester this village will endure. It will be remembered as the 
reflection of a conservative West Pennsylvania toivn of pure British 
inhabitants; :i.ts men ana women will not soon be forgotten because they 
are portrayed with large comprehension and loving detail. 
The student of theology, too, can find abundant material for thought 
in the characterizations of preachers in the fiction o.f these two authors. 
Mrs .• Stowe knew the history of ·the New England church from the days when 
ministers were more statesmen than theologians. She knew, also, the hard-
headed individualist.ie characters which were emerging from decados of the 
peeuliar -discipline of New ].~ngland existence.. Pictures of all these types 
she has drawn with the sure hand of one whose material did not h,ave to be 
found in town archives or even in public libraries. Sho knew the history 
of Mew England theology because she was a member of a family who helped 
make that history. Mrs .. Deland, though she was not so saturated v1ith reli• 
gious history as was Mrs. Stowe, nevertheless found her dominant themes in 
the .field of theology. In her integration of religion and art she has been 
compared to the English poet, William Cowper.6 
Aside from their social and religious significance, these charaeterlza-
tions are interesting from a purely literary standpoint,. Mrs .. Stm10•s 
great number of fictional preachers are so clearly the result of her wide 
6 
Blanche C .. Williams, Our Short Story Writers, p. 129. 
acquaintance with preachers that they illustr1;,d;e a literary truth; namely; 
that an author's works are the result of his environment and his acquaint-
ances and that his field of interest is chosen primarily because he bas 
· specific knowledge a.bout that field. The important place that Margaret 
Deland gives Dr. Lavendar is also a natural outcome of her acquaintance 
with t,he type of men who make up his char'::l.cter • 
.again these characterizations are interesting from a literari stand-
point because they have real merit. Vida Scudder in her introduction to 
Mrs. Deland 1s Q!s. Chester~ (18.98) says of D.r .. Lavendar 
The portrait should live with Chaueer1 s Poore ?ersoun, 
with Goldsm.ith 1s pastor in rt1'he Deserted Village"; it is the 
portrait of a true shepherd of souls, free from any toueh 
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0£ professional or. sacerdotal dignity, quaint and blessedly 
human, but instinct with tenderest wisdom bestowed by nature 
and by grace, in dealing with the perplexities of' his flock: 
and in comforting their sorrows.,7 
Mrs •. Stowe's preacher characterizatioras are equally good. The aut,hor who 
gave the world Little Eva and Simon· Legree did not fail when she chose to 
picture realistically the New England p1·eacher. 
Another importance that must be attached to these characterizations 
is the light that they throw upon the personalities of these two impol"ta.nt 
American authors. One of the basic sources that every author mu.st draw 
upon in creating fictional characters is his own personality, which is made 
up of his experienees, his idea.ls, and his ideas. Cqnsciously or uncon-
sciously iJlrs. St.m·;e and Mrs. Deland have incorporated into trieir character-
izations large portions of their own personalities. Since these women were 
benevolent, brood-minded, and religious, their sympathetic portraits of 
preachers are likewise, and since they detested bigotry, selfishness, and 
skepticism, they have provided detestable charac-t,ers with these qualities. 
7 Vida Scudder, 11 Introduction, 11 Q!g, Chester '£ales, p. xix. 
. . 
T:Uti.s a study of' these authors• characterizations is an insight into the 
-... authors-; own personalities, but a study of their preacher creation$ is 
more than that; it is an insight into their souls. 
The religious prejudices of these aut,hors are also refl,~ct,ea in 
_ 'th~ir :preacher charac"l:,erizations no matter how much they may have a.t--.- ·-: :· -.· .... 
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· tempted to conceal th.em. Mrs. Sto1.;.,e could say in her Preface ·l;o _ Oldtown 
Folks that "Calvinist, 11.rminian, High-Church Episeopalia.n, skeptic, and 
simple believer all speak in their turn, I merely listen, n8 but sh~ could 
not carry out that plan. When slie wanted a villain for.Oldtown Folks·. she 
chose the skeptical Ellery Davenport, and a.gain when she needeq a villain 
-for The Minister's Wooing, she selected .Aaron Burr, who was known to be an 
agnostic. Ifirs. Deland, too, found her religious prejudices creeping into 
her novels. It was While whe was creating the skeptical heroine of John 
Watd, Preacher that she decided she had outgrown the doctrine of the Trin-
ity as a child outgrows Santa Claus. lictually, r.·c,ligion is a subject which 
few writers ever treat without inj-acting into their treatment large portions 
of their religious prejudices. 
Finally, it seems rather significant that with all of America's decline 
in religious orthodoA'Y, there was no <lecline in the reading public's inter-
est in religion as a literary motif' and in. pre~chers as romantic heroes. 
Though the title of John~' Preacher plainly announced the profession 
of its he:eo, Luther Mott lists it in his Golden MuJtitudes (194?) as one 
of the bett,er selling books of its time .. 9 In England its great popularity 
was shown by the fact that six firms immediately pirated the bi:1ok and pub-
8 Harriet Beecher Stowe, Oldtown Folb ~ a Lawson, I, »Author's 
Preface," xxiv. 
9 Frank L • .Mott., _Golden Multitudes, p. 323. 
lished it there. The large sales that The Minister's Wooing enjoyed proved 
that skeptieism had not been able to diminish America's belief that a min• 
ister's wooing is v.iorth reading about .• 
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These novels should be considered a.s a. part of a great number of reli-
gious-centered books written duri.ng the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century. Mrs. Humphry Wardis Robert I!:lsmere, which has a theme similar to 
.. that of Mrs. Deland's :!Q.bn Ward, Preacher, was published in 'England just 
si:it weeks before Mrs. Deland ts book was published in .America. Harold 
Frederic's The Da.1m-1-o:.t.ion of Theron Ware, published in 1896, is another 
novel with religion _as its dominant theme; it should be considered along 
with Robert Elsmere a:ud John~, £:_rG::icher as books that are critical of 
religion. But there were others such as Lew Wallace's~ 1:!Y.!:, published 
in 1880, that treated religion sympathetically. It is apparent that, al-
though by the end of the nineteenth century the ministerial profession had 
lost much of its social prest,ige and its immunity from lay criticism, public 
interest in religion and the role of preachers in religion continued to 
run high. It was the attitude rather than the interest that had changed. 
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